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CHAPTER L 

INTRODUCTION 

The Center for F.ducational Policy and Management is a nati onal center 

located on the campus of the University of Oregon and is vitally concerned with 

major issues confronting the educational wor1d today. The placement o~ individuals 

in jobs in the field is of prillle importance and deserves significant attention. 

Thus the center has a keen interest in decision making and the placement of people 

in different kinds of employment in education. 

Recent literature and research has already provided a wealth of infonnation 

on leadership styles!of educators, career paths of school officials, and various 

patterns of vacancies with the subsequent filling of these positions. However, 

there is virtually no research that has looked at how school districts make decisions 

relating to personnel or how they detennine who is the best person .for the job. 

statement of the Problem 

The purposes of this study were three-fold. The first purpose was t o 

document the process used in decision--making in the recrui tnient, screening and the 

selection of a high level administrative position in a large school district. 

The second was to structu_re a framework for decision making to provide a model 

for the selection of the right candidate to meet the job criteria. The third con

sideration was to interpret and to relate how the selection and recommendation 

collllllittee deals with the mandate concerning Affirmative Actiqn. 

The following areas were relevant for consideration as a part of this 

study as it was necessary to: 

1. Ex:plore the literature to determine how individuals are placed 
in administrative positions throughout the country. 

2. study the history concerning the development of this t op-level 
position in particular district and to learn something about 
the style of placement used. 

J. Learn how the individuals were chosen to be representative 



of the school system to act as members of the selection/ 
recommendation committee. 

'Interview the finalists to determine why they were interested 
in the position, their r eaction to the inte~ew process and 
to 3GraJm: ues:¼aJ in..x articulate their suggestions for &Bkex:!! 

improving the process. 
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s. structure a model which could be used :.t:s: in other circumstances 
~ to determine who is the best individual 
for the job. 

Background of the Problem 

This study was one of the activitie~of the Sex Equity in F.ducational 

Leadershlip Project (S.ELL), fund ed_ by the 1<bmen 1s Etlucatinnal Fquity Act of 

the 6ffice of F.ducation. The Project has been ongoing since t he fall of 1976. 

The project called for a research component which would seek a site 

to investigate the recruitment, screening and selection of a high level ad

ministrative position. A rather large school district~ in one of the 

western states was chosen to be the point~ the investigation and observation 

as~ they were seeking a high level administrator. 

The district represented one of the most prestigious;-:areas not only 
~o'" ~h·, e J I "'4_ 

economically but alsa~academic exc'ellence. Because of its established practice 

f o:rrnal plans and processes are well worked out. There are no minimum r egulations 

xiiwaki&m Although some aspects~ could be described as unique, 

mosn of the practices and procedures could be used and duplicated in bther 

districts. 



Need for the Study 

A review of the literature revealed that although studies have 

been made concerning personnel and the filling of vacancies in the school 

districts.':across the country, there seems to be a real need f'or research 

in the area of decision making concerning personnel selection in the high 

level administrative roles. 

3 

According to a handbook published by the Public F.ducation Association, 

and prepared by a management consulting firm ·well known .for its work with ed

ucational institutions, no JS.Single decision for a schooi system approaches 

the importance the selection and appointment of the person who 1-r.ill serve as 

the chief executive office of the school system. If this individual is a 

person in whom the school board has confidence the chances for an effective 

school administration are enhanceland if this;person is not such a person, 

there is almost no way for success. Because of a concern expressed by 

individuals se:J?Ving on school boards who felt that the time for recruitment 

and s&lection of administrative personnel was so limited, this handbook was 

prepared to assist them with their re~pnsibility. • (Public Education Association, 19~ 

The choosing of a superintendent or a high level administ~ator is 

• a]_ • ' • 1,.;....;..,.,.. t _,_ a cruci ~poo0 s c ti•~ a::;;n.:;, A final decision s~oul.d be ·made only after 

intensive recruiting and careful sereening of all interested candidates. ~hat 

an administrator does or fails to do is felt in homes as well as in the class

roomss:. He influences the quality of instruction, relation~ips hetween people, 

the acceptance of or resistance to change, morale and the efficiency of general 

operations. In other words:1the administrator can make the difference. (A.A.S.A . ;p. 

Therefore once the need ~ had been perceived, definite plans 

were undertaken to arran-ge for documentation of the procedure. This study 

was conducted by observation and by the interview method. The time involved 

repres~~ted a period of about three months. 
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Definition of Tenns 

Job Description is a statement of terms and duties which make this particular job 
unique frOlll other kinds of jobs. The activities which are con
ducted by the individual who will hold thts position are the re
quirements for the position and stated make up the job description. 

Recruitment: is the process of actively going to the people in an effort to try 
to attract them in making application for jobs mich might be 
available. 

Selection Committee : a group of~ individuals who have been appointed by 
the superintendent or school board to read the applications which 
have been submitted and to rnake a choice of several individuals. 

Decision making: the process of going over a number of entrants or applicants for 
a particular position, interviewing the finalists and making a 
final recommendation to the superintendent af~er an agreement has 
been reached. 

Paper Screening: is the process of reading the applications, making aotes on the 
individual 1 s capabilities, and to record your estimation as per
ceived by the individual making the study. 

Marathon Session: is the last session~ of the screening committee and is so 
names because it has previously agreed that the committee will 
remain together until a final decision has been reached. 

Outline of the Paper 

Chapter 2 will examine the literature mich is available on the process 

-of selection and recruitment of personnel in the field of education. 

Chapter 3 will present the purposes of· the investigation~. the method of 

collecting the data, description of the site and history of the position.- The 

limitations of the study will also be stated. 

Chapter 4 will be a presentation and- discussion of the data starting with 

the naming of the selection committee down through the entire process un·liil the 

finalists have been recommended to the superintendent for his final decision. 

'chapter 5 is a summary of the investigation. Implications and recommendations 

based on the study will be given. The model which is transportable will be described. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 



Abstract 

CHAPl'ER III 

SCOPE AND PROCIDORFS 

This chapter w:i.11 be concerned with the scope and the procedures 

used in this investigation. 

The first section of this chapter will outline briefly the purpose 

of th.e study. It 1-dll state and describe some 0£ the background which maae 

the revelation that there was a definite need for a study such as this. 

The second part of th;e chapter deals with a description of the 

chosen site, a:mt a histol"'J of the position, and an interview with the .former 
regional director. ~ 

The third section describes the entry process ~the establishment 

f,!I- I 

.._, , • •j__ J__.._ 

of tne ·role of documentor4l o:..,611~ IIA,.JL ..o • • • • • --n:i-r,-~ 

11u-1~ ~tJ·4) ., .. ~/t-
"5~~· 

Purpose of the Investigation 
seemed 

A thorough review of the literature had revealed that there ;qop:n:mbc 

to be little of substantive information on how individuals are chosen for 

specific positions of leadership in our public schools today. It appeared 

to be a significant area vlhich needed i m-estigation and about which other 

pe...,rsons functioning along similar lines could use as a possible format to 

give direction to their efforts. 

Parall eling this perceived need was a grant proposal "2hich was funded 

by the t:k>men' s 0:iucational a:tui ty Act of the Office of F.clucation which carried 

a research component calling for a study to examine the recruitment, screening 
school 

and selection of a high level/administrative mmmd position. The study ~as 

combined and incorporated within the framew-ork of the Sex Equity in El:lucational 
.• 

Leadership Project. 

It has been the intent of those interested that this investigation 

may serve as a model for other districts and areas to use~ wnen con

fronted by similar circumstances and needing guidelines for decision making. 



A study was made of various areas 'Where vancancies had been announced 
team 

and the members of the SEEL planning/ chose a site which not only was seeking 

a high level administrator but would be in a district which would be large 

enough to attract not only individuals within the state but would be of definite 
interest 

/~o ~ersons all across the country. 

Description of the site 
the-identity of~ 

An effort has been made to protect /4hose who participated in the 
so to 

investigation and~ p:c-ovide anonymity the chosen site will~ not 
typical ·school 

be identified other than describing it as a ~district ·in a lower-

middle to middle-class, predominantly white, .American community in the Pacific 

Northwest. 

Tnis district has an enrollment of over 20,000 students attending (4) 
(8) (31) 

high schools, junior high schools, elementa:r-3 schools and a number of alternative 

school programs. The district is divided into regions and each region~ 

comprises one high school, two junior high schools and·seven or ~ight elementary 

schools. 
~ 

The district had~advertised a position vancancy and had identified 

thi s positi on as a Regional Director. This position called for a person who 

would provide administrative·and educational leadership in one of the(four) 

s everal -geographical regi ons. 

History of the Position 

Every organization has its beginning. For some the creative inter

workings have been in a planning stage of the involved participants' ·thinking 

f or some time and at a precise monnnent when these individuals meet for the first 

time their thought patterns are set down in some kind of organizational frame

work highlighting the inter ests and concerns which are paramont in t he leaders' 

minds. 

In some kinds of organizations the central mot ive for the creat ion 

of newer ways could exist only in the mi nd of one individual who might have 

been brought to this point in his thinking either through observation of a 



• of a perceived need, the realization that the situation could be handled in a 

more effective way, or to have been prompted by others that the process for 

procedure and effective perfonnance cQuld be enhanced by alternative methods 

of execution. The individual who is at the head of a large school system is 

one who is responsibl~ for making productive things happen in newer and more 

innovative ways to educate all the students who are eligible for this service. 

1--hen communities ·are first fanned and when history first begins most 

of the organization pertaining to education and the local schools is small and 

the concerns though ~portant for the development of the community are relatively· 

minor. However, as to~ms and cities grow, so also doQ;1S the school organizations 

and what had been adequate for productive operation in the past no longer is 

adequate..for the rapidly growing and changing school population. Many individulls 

have functioned in the role of superintendent or principal in a developing . 

school system through the years and with the help of teachers, students and 

interested parents a very satisfying school administration has thrived through 

the yea:rs. 

Yet as things begin to grow and thrive new and creative changes must 

take place to provide a climate w1lich will offer the conducive atmosphere for 

educational growth. And so it was on August 30, 1973, that the superintendent 

of this particular district told his staff: 

"Our school district organization must be designed to help 
us serve children bet~er. The Education Center must operate 
to deliver services to you who work directly with children 
in the schools. Cutting red tape, extending·resources, knock

ing road blocks will be primary aims 123 Fast Hain. rr (1) 

He contined by saying that he would seek the opinions of staff 

members throughout the district to see if it was felt that the present organ

izational structure met and served the needs of the children or if it sh~uld 

be modified. 

Six months later the supintendent felt even more strongly about 

this sistuation after evaluating the balance between the district goals and 



the school goals --school flexibility and standardization. Although he stated 

that this was not perhaps the most ideal time for a change especially as viewed 

by some who were comfortable with things as they were presently structured, 

he decided that he must make recommendations and request immediate action from 

the school board. 

The major strength as viewed by the superintendent of the ·existing 

framework had been the attempt to·decentralize the district which allowed the 

resources of the entire district to be ~irectly available to the ~aller region

al areas. The overall goal was to provide better coordination of resources 

to each local school. However, tnis existing fonnat had not defined clearly 

enough where decision making authority and the responsibility for those 

decisions really exists beyond the superintendent's office. 

He described the directors of education as those who are "expected 

to coordinate curriculum and instruction 11 • However, he :felt that they .functioned 

vuthout a clear understanding of the limits of their authority and responsibility 

although they did assist him in carrying out decisions made by the boar:d and 

the superintendent as a result of their recommendations to the administration. 

He stated in his "Administrative Reorganization Plan" that he had -

made several inte~im changes while conducting a review of the entire organization. 

Over a period of six months he had been meeting on a regular monthl.y basis with 

the principal~ and the director of education in each region. 

He added that while the existing organization had served the district 

for some time, 11changing priorities and new challenges call for modifications • 

to the organization". in order to serve the needs of the students not only now 

but in the future. 

In his proposal he emphasized that the organizational. plan should 

"clearly defin e where the authority f or decision making and the responsibility 

for the consequences of those decisions ar e vested at all levels. 11 He felt· 

tha t it should provide the most efficient method of delivering the services 

to the location where the students can be assisted with l earning. A balance 

between t otal decentralization and total c entralization should be sought. 



-
His plan :irax to accomplish this proposal was to n divideit in:::km the organizat 

into' three divisions -= £arig,aoitkx~rnoq: Operations; support Services and Research, 

Development and Ei:al.uation. 

The responsibility for making decisions that affect the daily operatinn 

of the schools was the ::!Gmk assignment of the Operations Division. The school 

district was to continue to be subdivided into four regions 'With the same school 

divisions. 

In. the·-·new proposal each region was to have a regional director who 

is to report directly to the sup, .. erintendent. Each of the four directors will 

provide the educational leadership for the region. They will be concerned with 

"the cu;r:riculum, staff development, budget, ·community relations and serve as a key 

link between the Support Services, Division; the Research, Development and Eval

uation Division, the superintendent and each school. 11 

This position called for an und~rstanding and responsibility for the 

general operation of the. schools in each of the regions and to "function as an 

integral part of the superintendent's manage team." Although this position 
title f ormerally used 

resembled the "Director of Education 11 ~ in the four regions, the actual 
new 

concept for this/direction in operational responsibility .:kmil:c was implemented in 

the spring of 1974. Four~ regional directors were to oversee 11a multi-faceted 
K through 12 program and their job was to 1put it all together 111

• 

l;o-r • 
In·herview with last director ~ this region 

To better understand the kinds or responsibilities _and duties this 

position~ involved, I felt that it 

wno had initially filled
0

;.~os.itio~ 

was necessary to interview the individual 

I felt that she could provide something 

about her experience in this role to give some insight to the kind of individual 

the superintendent was seE:king_ to fill this position. 
rt...~~ 

~had long been interested in education with ·her earliest interest 
- the arrival of ~ 

stemming from/her four young cousins coming to live~th her family and she . 

had an qpportuni ty to help them with t heir school work. Her mother had been 

v ery influential in her career choice and had been extremely supportive of her 

interest in teaching . 



After several teaching assignments, the fonner director started 

~urking on her graduate cb!g education and was hired by this school district 

while still completing her Doctor of Elfocation degree. After two years as· 

an elementary teacher, the former superintendent engaged her as a ionsultant 

in Curriculum. There were just t~~ regions at that time with several assistants. 

During these years there was a tremendous gr·owth pattern in this school system 

with a new school added each year for some twelve yea:rs. 

Although she had applied for her position as Consultant in Curriculum, 

she had not applied for the position of Director but had been appointed by the 

superintendent. 

In describing some of the positive aspects of her responsibilities 

she stated that she had had more training in .ta elementary education and 

felt that she had a great amount of credibility which Ehe was able to bring 

to this positiono..,......._..~ ~ 
A~ °Re 'l'"w.~ 'l) ••'C"l!.<:.:\-c,,.c

She stated that some of the positive aspects of her position~came 

more in the form of "what was not said that\, what was said". She backed her 

remarks with the statement you rrcan 1t have all the training at all levels11 

which may have been interpreted as indicating that she may have been disturbed 

by some incidentsx::drx:t where she was unable to~ all those ,m.o came to her 

for assistance. 

In discussing the negative aspects of her responsibilities, she felt 

they came from within her in the fonn that she was not able to always give 

help in the way she ..ranted. She particularly enjoyed working vdth the parents 

and spoke enthusastically as she made this point. 

In discussing her responsibilities she· stated that it was most difficult 

to assess the contribution she was able to affect. There were changes during 

her regem~ut it was difficult to detect growth or realize the :value of the 

contribution made. In reminiscing about her expe~iences she added, 11You don't 

. - -- -·····-·· ··~'."',m·(lt.ul-fiHJ. ~:H-., 
~!J._l.;~peFsorriif;::salll::f.a:e½OO 

~o 



gain a lot of personal satisfaction from this position which you do with teaching. 

It is more of a fused factor. The responsibilities require that a person must 

have a great deal of inner strength to be able to function effectively. You 

need to be very strong. 11 

The variety of involvement of the position was both an advantage 

and a disadvantage. Because of the many demands on her for her ·attention, 

she felt that time was a real factor and a problem. She experiencea\a, great 

deal of frustration in not being able to help more individuals in a wider 

sense. She worked mainly with nine principals and the vice principals. 

She felt that she had the support of both the superintendent and 

the assistant superintendent and she believ~that :kn acquiring her position 

was largely a matter of timing. 

1tihen asked if she believed that ,;-romen had to meet different criteria 

in a different way than men in securing positions s~e stated, 11At the present 

time, 1No 1111 but at one time it would have been 'perhaps'". She added· that 

so much of the expectations for women have affected this question that it was 

hard to draw the line and be specific. She concluded with the statement, nthat 

so much has developed from the institutional expectations for women. 11 

The Eb.try ?rocess 

Although a letter had been sent to the superintendent of the school 

district explaining the request for a research representative to document the 

recruitment, screening and selection process ~ilich was to be a part of filing 

this position, it was necessary that an intervie.r with the superintendent be 

arranged to further clarify our interest in this investigation. 

A meeting was arranged 

members of the planning team for 

for early November witn tne Superintendent and 
~ Sq"ib 

SEEL .::::z:;. in ~~ffice at the prearranged time. 

The purpose of the request was explained by members of the team who 

stated that the writLen documentation would add to the literature on recruitment, 
~~~ 

screening and selection of educational positions. There was an expressed hope 

" that this report, formal as well as infonnal in focus will have as its objective 



the development -0£ some kind of model which will be transportable. 

The me:mbsrs of the research tea.m were informed that there was an 

attempt to fill this position a year ago and after long diliberation the 

candidates seemed unacceptable to him. One of the members of the administrative 
-\-4) Sc. 'Y' Ve.. 

staff had been assigned to this position~during this interi..~ period. 

He informed the research team that the Selecti on Committee had no 

particular fixed policy or procedure other than the guidelines which he prescribed 

in the screening and selecting the top three candidates. He added that if the 

positions were of a more general nature and closely related to the students 

he would tend to include parents or students. 

The superintendent had some concerns ·such as further requests to 

carry on additional research, the kinds of publicity which would be involved, 

the necessity to disguise the participants, and the logistics and priorities 

concerning the interview and the ultimate disbanding of the collllilittee. 

These concerns w~re countered with answers from the research team 

negating any serious probla~s which might arise. Not entirely satisfied that 

this research would be an acceptable procedure, the superintendent stated that 

the Research/Review Committee of the School District would have to have the 

proposal presented to ~hen. He felt that some of the staff will be •1uptight 11
• 

He concluded the meeting by suggesting that the research team go through 

the regular kinds of channels in obtaining approval for this kind of research. 

He promised to take up this proposition with the representative who makes de-

cisions concerning requests for research within the district. He definitely 

showed that he had some reservations about the ongoing of such a project and 

yet a sincerity was evidenced in his overall behavior, 

Obtaining the data 
Re:fa2XliCOC and the role of documentor 

A follow-,.np to t he interview meeting with the superintendent was 

presented in the fonn of a letter to the superintendent explaining our request 

in greater detail . (See Appendix, B) 



It asked that the documenter be granted pennission to be an ex

officio member of the screening committee, to be an observer to document 

the selection of the sc·reening committee, to document all formal meetings 

of the screening/recommending committee and related events, to have. access 

to the resumes of the applicants, to maai: be granted access to relevant 

individuals in the district for interviews about the selection process, and 

to have access to interviewing the final applicants upon prior approval of 

the Chair of the Screening Com.~ittee. 

To safeguard the privacy of the individual applicants and to 

assure that the documenter will not interfere with the decision making 

reguarding the filling of this position, the research agent was to inform 

the Scr.eening Committee Chair and/or Affirmative Action officer about the 

individuals to be interviewed. The documenter also understood that the 

research was secondary to the hiring procedures and promised to interview, 

read resumes and conduct other business so as not to interfere with the 

hiring process. 

As partially explained by the foregoing., the method which the 
the 

research team decided to·! use was/observer/documenter approach to record 

in detail the entire process used in this one decision making event. 

Limitations of the study 

The data collected in this study.was limited to this one situation 

in a certain area and involving the filing and hiring of an individual for 

one position. If time had pennitted the investigator would have likec\to 

have usen her documentor approach in several other areas to compare the 

techniques used by other selection committees in filing vacancies. 

Although the results of this ·study cannot be ge~eralized beyond 

the limitations of the process observed, future research might be designed 

to obtain salient factors ·..mich other districts~ use which could 

be of value for future committees to consider. 
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ABSTRACT 

CHAPTER IV 

PRES~JTATION OF THE DATA 

This cha9ter w:ill discuss in detail the data o:bserved and collected 

for this study. As a case study it is more descriptive than theoretical. The 

i..'llportant considerations 1-mich were discussed in chapter I will be explored and 

developed in this chapter. 

The foinna.t of this chapter will be divided into two parts wit_h the 

first section dealing with~ formation of the Selection/Recommendation 

committee, the charge by the superintendent, the guidelines and framework !or the 

screening procedure, the fonns and process of evaluation, the results or the 

first screening and the selection of the finalists. 

The secon~ part ·will cover the interviews with the finalists, the 

evaluation criteria used by.the committee and the final recommendations ,-mich 

were made to the superintendent. 

The Committee Selection 

As one of his very first ~-
actions 

..t.;mtrsrn:xxi1:rxn after the beginning of the new calendar yea:r, the Personnel Assistant 

for Affinnative Action for the school system sent a memorandum to the superintendent 

with the names of suggested committee members and the areas they represented. 

He stated that he had given careful thought to the process of selection for th.is 

position ove:i:-'.'i:the past few months. • He stated that he was of the opinion that 

"it would be best to appoint a new and totally different cammi ttee and one -o;ihich 

would be more geographically diverse 11than was the. one which had previously funct±on-

ed ,when this same position was vacant the year before. ~ ~ 
~fl.C.f~$~'-' T 

He offered suggestions for possible comm~ttee membership~~ t he 

following areas: El.ementary School Administrator, Secondary School Administrator, 

Element ary School Teacher, Secondary School Teacher, Regional Director, Parent, 

Curriculum Specia.Lists, F.ducational Services and from the community. He sugg estdJ- • 
' 
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•that he serve as the convener and the ex-officio member of the connnittee. 

The committee were to screen and interview the candidates and then 

to recommend three or four ~inalists ~ to the superintendent. This officer 
it might be appropriate for 

also suggested that/the Director of Personnel sit in on the final interviews. 

Two individuals were suggested in each area and the superintendent 
final 

made the/ selection ~ of those he wished to serve on this particular 

selection/recommendation committee,assignment. 

Each individual was notified of his appointment to serve the school 

district in this special way by letter. Because the closing date for applicat~ons 

was listed as the end of January the committee members were not asked to meet 

until the middle of the following month. 

The committee members were without exception::busy with the responsibilities 

involved with their jobs. However, they accepted their assignment with an 

enthusiastic response as they felt~ sense of obligation for performing this 

extra~curricular task. Some of.the committee expressed a feeling of being. 

quite pleased and honered to serve in the selection of this new administrator. 

Others did admit that -when they took these assignments their work came to a 

st.andstill. However, they felt that they wanted to do this as a part of their 

work responsibility. 

The Charge by the Superintendent 

The first meeting of the committee took place on February 16 with all 

but one member present. Sev~raJ. members arrived early and asked if this was 
The 

the scheduled meeting room for this committee.~ individual who represented 

the crmm;,;ikk~RX community was not acquainted with these of the school district 
when 

and/she recognized one of the members of the SEEL Planning committee she came 

right over to talk with Dr. S. 
'\•ihen the superintendent aITived and 
~ the entire committee had assa~bled, they were informed that bhe 

regional director was at the ~apitol representing the superintendent.' Each 

member was asked to introduce and identify the area he represented. 



The superintendent gave his charge to the committee listing the 

following instructio~and expectations for the committee: 

3 

a) Go through a paper screening process and select the individuals 
you wish to consider 

• b) Conduct the interviews within the given time framew"Ork . 

c) Present the three finalists -- "the three best who you feel are 
qualified and would be acceptable in the position 11 

He added that there must be more than one choice, stressing that all 

three should be ace eptable. hllen asked "what if' they cannot agree upon three 
stated that 

applicants 11 and he ~ the committee could come up with two if the other 

can't do a top notch job. 

He further instructed the members of the committee that they should 

work from a criteria which will be consistant with the duties of the position-

all of this should be relative to paper screening. He urged that if there were 

in-district applicants, that all of than should be interviewed. If they decided 

no:t to interview them, the applicants should be so informed and the ·rationaJe. for 

not considering them should be fully explained to each of them. 

Dr. expressed his philosophy was to 11 select the best person 

we can for the position~ 11 He felt that they should avoid preferential treatment . 
. 

He went on to say that the committee should adhere to the guidelines of Affirnative 

Action and give full consideration to women, minorities, and insiders rather 
Q 

than outsiders if the candidates are qualified. 11Personn·e1. decisions are the 

most :µmportant decisions we make," he added. 

1?efore leaving the room he reiterated that"if the connnittee is not 

comfortable ruth any of the candidates, Jou must reconsider, for I feel that 

I must have someone I can go all the way with. 11 

lhen asked about the number of candidates to consider for interviews, 

he cautioned the cow.mittee to be aware of financial constraints. "You should 

press yourselves for looking for the best and perhaps err on the side of spending 

more, rather than not getting the right candidate." 
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During the time the candidates were to be in Eugene, he asked that 

he be given permission to interview them rather than having to call them back 
11 

across the country when the decision is made. "Confidentiality is very important, 11 
• 

he stressed. "The indistrict people wiD. know l-bo is ;serving on the colllITlittee. 

So of course you have the group nonn to protect." 

He reminded the members of the committee that the guidelines were • 
011wT' ' 

spelledAfor Affinnative Action as adopted by the~--.,....----- school system 

and they have an obligation not to have a double standar~. This is one of the 

important aspects of this responsibility and he urged them to work toward this 

goal. 

The personnel Assistant mentioned that he might ask the Director of 

Personnel-to sit in with the committee. However, he added that there was no 

provision for others in the community to meet with the select~d candidates as 

for example, people involved ~ the district who were seeking the director. r. 
' t-,.;.\"1 A..Ceo-~;:.~ 

G.R. discussed briefly what tne fo:rmer committee,._and he concluded 

by saying that he sensed that that "committee never really coalesced"'· He added 

11that the committee wasn't all that: upset.-" 

Dr. ______ stated, "With the exception of __ G_R __ , ~mo held 

the same role with the 2::XJn:t: co1mnittee who functioned last year, I felt that ,, 
the most objective way to go was w"ith a new committee. He concluded that he 

did not feel "burned by that experience for the members of the. committee were 

very supportive of the process. 11 

~., 
When asked mat particular advice he would give/\to the procedure for 

what they should or should not do, mhe superintendent assured them that they 

would ·work this out . 111.!l·mnnn~a:~imcooc:Qpmom:i2::µ~0'.M;~a.ro!basm:11mcnU>O:rl:ma:it l. 
.'1e\""' 4?-' e:,~"""'\"" o.t 1ki'$ IM:.1 

The purpose of the research team from the SEEL Project was explained ;.., . 
that he supported the documentation by GR and PS ---- . Dr. said ----

study and had give the clearance for them to participate. 

He concluded with, 11You will have some arguments, agony and some fun 

along the way''. ~:.li.th these few brief remarks, he excused himself and left the 
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The superintendent had~ made a special point 0£ saying 

that he supported the documentational study headed by Dr. ___ • Because 

of this statement the members of the committee were not really given the choice 

of whether they wanted to be observed or not. It seemed apparent that the 

decision had already been made for them. 
case study documentation 

In the explanation for the need for the ~, Dr. ___ stated 

that there was a need for research.in the area of decision-making processes 
J ..... ~ 1'? ------··--··-····-·-·- -··y 

involving the selection of an administrator. She spoke about the reason that 

__ E __ had been chosen as the research site explaining that it is one of 

largest school districts in the state, its proximity and close relationship 

with the university, and this school district has its fornal plans and 

processes well worked out . ( ~ ~ rf-'L-r--e..,.,) 
She pointed out that the documenter will plan to observe in meetings, 

not participate, she will interview individual member of the screening committee 

after the decision has been made and she would like to interview the applicants 

af'ter the final selectio~ is completed. 

in any of the committee deliberations. 

She .will not influence or participate 

I spoke briefly giving the committee some 0£ my background/\ I have 

been a teacher for a number of years, I understand the language or the academic 

community and feel comfortable with teachers, administrators, and school district 

administrators. I have served on several selection committees and am well acquainted 

with the process involved . 

There was some question about having an observer. One member suggested 

that she might feel constrained about open discussions if someone was watching 

them. She stated that she was concerned also about anonymity. The research team 

explained that because there would be a timelag when the report was .finally com

pleted, memories would tend to dim. The assistant Personnel Director suggested 

that the committee could read the report after it was completed f or clearance. 

It ~;as suggested that the presence of an observer be discussed at the next meeting. 
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Dr. s describecit the Center for Educational Policy and Management 

as a national center involved with issues of educational concern. One of the issues 

is the placement o:f individuals in jobs. She pointed out that while there seems 

to be sufficient materials on the career paths of administrators, . the leader-

ship styles of admi~istrators and the patterns of vacancy and filling positions; 

there is virtually no research that has looked at how school districts- make 

personnel decisions and how they determine who is the best person for the job. 

"A..1though we believe that personnel decisions are the most important decisions 

we make, there is little documentation as to how these decisions are made. 

Practitioners need to know how selection should be made. 11 

... 
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Guidelines for the screening procedure during this meeting 
Several other issues were discussed /~ch as the policy toward 

'in-house applicants and in the past all in-house people had been interviewed. 

Procedural guidelines were established wi'th GR --- setting up the preliminary time 

expectations. He · stated that he would !do the preliminary screening o£ the 

applicants. Out of some 200 letter of inquiry about tne position, the same 

nl.ll~ber of applications had been sent out and a covering letter asking· that 

provide additional infomation. Over one hundred were returned 'With .everything 
He said he 

complete. lffbc hoped to go through these applicatiens and attempt to cut 

do'l-m t1'e original group to a workable size of 56-60 applications. 

He passed out a Screening Criteria Qhecksheet 'Which had been used 

for other positions in filling vacancies. (Se~ Appendix ) He informed 

the comr.iittee that he would used the top £our categories to screen the entire 

list of applications. Some of the committee asked how long it would take to 

process an applicant. 11Judging by past performance, it takes about a half 

hour per applicant to process. vhen you complete the entire group of applications 

will you please list your top ten applicantsn, he asked. 

The question was asked if the indistrict people will be interviewed 

this year. In the past, it :-7as the policy to interview all in-district people. 

This year one of the applicants clearly did _not meet the minimum qualifications. 

It ~ra.s decided that the indistrict people should not receive any special consid

eration and this point was le.ft up to GR· to determine whether they met the 

minimUJll qualifications .for criteria consideration. 
felt she 

One committee member said that she/should let the committee know 

that she would be out of town around the first week of April. Anoth~ member 

reported that he would not be able to attend meetings late in 1-:arch. Several 

members ~i--;cilJobjections about having meetings during Spring Vacation. 

The time schedule set up on a tentativ~ basis called for tha follo~rl.ng 

February 21 -~;; i•:arch 7 

11arch 14 

Committee scre$!lS candid;:;.tas 

Sc.:-eeni-:-;g co.-rrJnittee meets 2-5 :00 PH 
II II If 2:CC+ 
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In re"6-etdng what happened to the last ·screening committee for this 

position last year, GR reported that the committee wa.s"torn by the politics 

over the transfer 0£ the principals. The entire political climate was af£ected 

with :the teachers, superintendent's staff and all of those in between." 

The committee reacted s3riously about the responsibility of their 

mission. GR reminded them that "the longer you take, the more you tend to 

lose. ~~ have the least control over those applicants who are the farthest 

away. it Even though several voiced objections about the magnitude of the 

assignment, they agreed that March 7 would be the deadline to have all the 

applications evaluated. 

~hen the question of indistrict applicants surfaced again one 

member thought they could be interrlaired during the week set as±de fo! out 

of town applicants. Some others voiced strong objections about taking the 

time to work with if they don 1t meet the qualifications. Several strongly 

suggested that 11no games be played with t~em if they don t measure up. 11 

The co~.mittee lms ra~inded that they need to have their interviews 

conducted so that they can make their recommendation to the superintendent 

by April 13th.· This vnll still allow enough time to have the regional 

director r~ady to assu.~e his responsibilities by July 1. 

__ sa~d that he .felt that there was insufi'icient infonnation to 

make valid judgments. GR replied that they will ha--.~ to read .into the application 

certain information and make assumptions. 11Comroents should be recorded on the 

back of the ehecksheet. 'The rating the group should use is: l=low and 5=high. 

A Haster 1 s degree will be a 3 and a PhD a 4. •• This is a value judgaent and 

everyone comes from a different background so it is difficult to have unifonnity 

in screening. 11 

It Nas announced that starting ?-!onday, February 21, 

able in the Personnel Office from.8-5':00 P.M. From 5-10:CC ?M, the applications 

~rould be available to the committee ~t the Reception Dest. 

The meeting broke up with several members taJ.king to each other about 
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·,the burden of their re spon si bil i ty" . The members of Ythe cor..mittee seemed 

to work well with each other although there were not acquainted~ as they 

,rere from different areas in the system. ll'ey.:x5:~Dm:ltx~:ri:~:rl:;1C No one appeared 

to be difficult in working with the others. They took their charge extremely 

seriously. 
during 

Only once :ht the discussion was attention drawn to the observer. 

____ commented about kno..,.ring one of the applicants and 

quickly saying, "Don t take that davm'?" 

Forms and the process of evaluation 
(~c.~ r-: ::t r.·-,cl~·~\ 

--- spoke up 

Th:e form ~which was given to the screening cornmi ttee to use was 

not one :-·specially developed for this assignment but was one which had been 
the 

used for several years in the district. 
achieved~ 

The lower the number xmti:~ less the degree 

'"'f attainment/ by the individual applying. 

The first item to be indicated was the acad~~ic degree which the 

applicant held.with 3 indicating a Master's Degree and a 4 a PhD. Post doctoral 

had the rating of 5. 

a 2 rating. 

Those who had not completed al.faster ' s degree were given 

The next three i t erns, namely the Teacher s Certificate 1Administrator' s 

Certificate o~ equivalent; Admin~strative background and educational leadership 

in curriculum and instruction are items ,vhich could immedia~ely be determined 

by reading the vitae to learn if they had been principals, superintendentsJ curriculUiil 

specialists, educational coordinators,' etc. 

Starting with the fifth item: Ability to work closely with others 

necessitated reading the individual files caref:~:rlly to detennine if this ·was 

the case. This is a judgemental item and subject to a grea t variation of in

terpretation. 

An individual's ability to express himself in an articulate manner 

was assessed by the rating of ·• skill in w-ri tten communication 11
• Only these ..L 

~~ Q...> & g,_0, ) ~ ~ 
't.TIO appeared before the committee could be evaluated 6n their~ oral OOm?HHl. _abioct. 
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The next two items on the form could be detennined to some degree 

by reading the letters of reconmmmdation which were a part of file on each 

of the individual candidates. They were listed as: 

7. Amility to deal creatively with ideas 

p. ~lillingness to make difficult decisions 

The last item relating to demonstrated experience was divided into 

three separate parts, namely: 

• a. Budget making & establishment of budget 
priorities 

b. Staff deV'elopment and evaluation 
c. 1\brking with community & parents 

Ea.ch of the committee members had the opportunity to work with the files 

from Monday, Februa....---y 21 until March lL.. Several small offices were available 

in the Administration Building where the screening committee members could take 

the boxes of files for individual perusal. 

All of the screening committee were _employed full time including the 

individual who represented the category of "parent". Therefore it was impossible 

for any of them to work on the files until their work had been completed for 

the day. Hany came to the Administration Building in the evening for the 

express purpose of evaluating the applications. 

To be fair in their deliberations prior to the first screening the 

members devoted many hours to careful t.eading of the applications. Many of 

the individuals involved wished for more time to scrutinize,the folders more 

carefully. 

Several devised additional ways of making their in~ivi.dual evaluations 

which would be meaningful when the discussions took place later. They used 

their evaluation forms and notes throughout all of the sessions to assist them 

in producing a clearer recall of each applicant. 
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The First Screeni ng Session and t he Results 

The meeting which had been postponed from the previous Friday 

as many of the members felt that they coulq,.not complete their paper screening 
b~'r¼.~~ • 

of the entire group of applicantsl\"rra.s held at 2:00 P.H. on Monday, _March 14. 

It was held in the TV room at the Administration Building where the members 

had held their first meeting. The wall.sf are surrounded tdth shelves of 

books "1hich are apparently sent out to the schpols from tilne to time and 
• • -- ~"-f-

a number of large boxes which .ap~eB:try heldl\..filmstrips as they were marked 

·with such titles as 11Heide", "Lassie", etc. There ·was a rather large sign on 

the double door which opened to the outside which read "Discrimination on the 

Basist of Sex Violates the Law11 • This; reminder had a particular significance 

for this particular committee. The room had been arranged so that the committee 

was to be seated around two long Nitchell tables~ arranged side by side. 

One of the members of tne collllllittee 't-JaS working with the files in 

the Personnel office from one o'clock on un.til the meeting was due to convene. 

The members ~starte~ drifting in from one-thirty on and by two o'clock most~ 

of the committee had .a.ITived. _Q!L arrived ,dth his notebook and was.-greated 

wannly by the connnittee. He was followed by his.~secretary who carried the 

coffee maker. There was some discussion about whether it was tea or co.ffee 
~~ 

as~ started filling their cups. 

Kost of those present were looking over their notes and DR mentioned 

tnat sne had spent many hours going over the applications and she was impressed 

with the number of interesting ones~ She asked._fil!_ about the number they should 

be considering. 

He stated that he felt that it was better to err on too many rather 

than to come up with too fe~ on which to base a good decision. 

It wasf.announced that ----- and could not attend ------
the meeting because they were absent from school due t o illness. ....Q!!_ reported 

that BM wanted to interview all the women candidates and all the minorities. -----
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She has twenty-five on her list and was hopeful that they could all be intervie,red. 

GR followed with the comment, ''If there are more women on the connnittee, 

women usually don •t end up as candidates. 11 

One of the committee said that he didn't believe that he could always 

identify minorities when reading the applications. 

Before the meeting really got underway a discussion was held about 
the 

the : situation x year before and one member speculated that 11if the time had 

not ·been.so -~olitical perhaps the superintendent would have considered one 

of the three applicants submitted at that time." 

The members of the committee had, ;Jspent about twenty-five minutes just 

small-talking waiting for one of the committee to arrive. • GR left the room 

several times and finally he crone back ·with the announcement that -!!._ was ~in 

tne Superintendent's office. There rJaS some discussion about whether it was 

fair for one individual to hold up the meeting when all o:f the other had 

co.mmitmentbto meet also.. Finally the missing member aITived and the_ meeting 

started ·with GR reviewing the assignment requiring the committee to read through 

all of the applicants and to come back with their top ten. Out of this group 

they are to recommend three finalistsrnvho in turn will be interviewed later by 

the Superintendent. He reminded the group that among those who were rejectsid 

last year, there are .several who are applying again this year. 

He said that he had talked with the superintendent about this and his 

response was, 1'Legally the committee ·should go through the process and decide 

which ones to interview ~egardless of last year's applicants. 11 He went on to 

say that he would have considered only one persKon from last year 1s listing 

and this year he is not a candidate. 

GR in explaining the procedure for the connnittee to use advised the 

members, to go through the list of applica~ts to see which ones they will want 

to interview. 11You may still want to interview last year's committee although 

they had ~sent along a disclaimer tha~ although they were not excited about 

anyone, they could live with anyone of the three recommended • 11 
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The discussion shifted to the indistrict candidates and it was de

cided that only three met the minimum qualifications. There was a difference 

of opinion, however, most of the committee felt that they would like to look 

at the in-district people along with the other applicant. 

The rnembers.::submitted their list of ten applicants they felt were the 

most-outstanding according to their paper screening. The lists which were 
~~~ 

passed to the chair"'asked one of the members to write the names on the 

blackboard as he read them off. Thirty-two names were listed 1dth twenty 

receiving more than one nomination. 

After looking over the listing GR remarked, 11It looks like you have 

just about all of the applicants up there. 11 DN moved that those who do not 

have extra marks after their names be eliminated. 

One of the women members stated that there had not been a qualitative 

assessment of the in-district applicants~ In discussing the cutting procedure 

it wasHprobaoly as bad to interview a candidate if the committee wasr-not seriouS=.y 

ly considering hi.-n as a candidate. Several members suggested that if the in

district applicants a.re not interviewed the committee should be very specific 

as to why they did not. The consensus reached was that they should inter-

view ·all in-district applic.ants if their qualifications meet the minimum 

requirements due to the fact that they are in-district. The chair announced 

that one individual had already been notified that he did not meet the minimum 

qualii'ications. 

Aft er the original list had been cut by eliminating those 'Who were 

suggested by only one individual, one member asked that the name of (Lemack) 

be reconsidered. She described him as being a •'breath of fresh air11and not 

entwined with so much I educationeze 111 • He came from a Hex:i.can-American back

ground and seem very interested in serving K-12 grades. Although heh~~ some 

curriculum experience it was limited. 

Another member spoke in defense of (Philer) who was~working on an 

external degree 1-rhile working in a full time position. Other names were suggested 
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i'or reconsideration or because.1they felt they needed more information about 

them. One member pointed out tn~t one applicant needed some more current 

recommendations as he had only one recent one from the chai!'lllan of the 
~OV'rl C. 

science department. Many members( described applicants as 11those who had moved 

" 
around quite a little; speciality was working with students in the Harlem 

area and maybe this job wasn •t for hilll, one had all his experience in one 
one of 

place and/the members stated that 11he had the feeling that he was trying to 

bail out. 11 

One of the membersf:admitted that. there were only about three applicants 
ing 

she wasf)really excited about. She wondered about bring/back one of the candidates 

from last time. 

Anothe-r:sr.< Keeia: individual asked, 11Do we bring in all women applicants 

and all minorities and then just bring in the otherswho qualify over the w6men? 11 

There was no answer to hiscquestion however, one person followed that he did 

give women applicants a few extra points in his evaluationa as they haven rt 

had the opportunities for administrative experience. 

Another asked, '~on 1t you feel that it is unreasonable to bring in 

certain candidates for consideratinn who aren •t too strong? They often say 

things or write things that aren •t really tnat important." 

GR countered with, "li you are using experience as a criteria some 

won •t have very much. 11 He used the superintendent as an example w--hen considering 

an individual. with a broad background m of experience. IT they had gone on 

that basis of so many years of experience, -,- f 

for the position of superintendent. 11 

might not have been considered 

After they had discussed several of the applicants ,;.lho had received 
:.......,_ A..~~ "to "rL.e.. ~ 

only one vote the second listing of names contained thoseAwllo had received 
~~~ 

a number of votes. Fourteen names~appeared on thisGlist 'Which did not include ,.__ 

the indistrict applicants:.-

This:· lis~ gave the committee a manageable number of individuals to 
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discuss. ~ DR brought up tne name of saying tnat :'.·sn e --- -----
had : .some concerns about some of his recommendati ons. She felt that he had 

a good autobiography. Several others noted that he seemed to have trouble 

working with the bureaucracy. They indicated that age, too, might be con

sidered a factor, as he is somewhat older than tne otner applicants. 

One member proposed t!lat they review all of the candidates~·-on this 

listing and anotner member :;suggested that they do it immediately as there 
5°"'~ C.O'fn,n ','"'/tf..'i.J • 

was some tendency~to get off target. Another felt that even though a candidate 

might have five check points behind their names it doesn't mean they should 
k • 

automatically considered. It ·wasr;agreed that they should vote again. 
/\. 

One of the members .-.,-started to read his listing when the chair spoke 

up saying tnat he wanted to express his biasf: on having people calling out 

their personal choices as others who had not voted woulQ be influenced by this. 

"The last person could control who are to be inte..-rviewed. 11 It was suggested 

that each member list his/her top seven in order and then to pass the list to 

the chair. Another member objected that this procedure might not be fair to 

and ,. o who were absent from this meeting and would not ------ ------
have a chance to express their choice. 

AA spoke up saying, 11There is always::a chance that someone couldn't 

attend a meeting and as there was no time le.ft to schedule another meeting, 

I think that we definitely should go ahead." 
three 

The new listing indicated that ~ applicants. received four votes 

and two received :five votes. This allowed the committee the chance to disCU$S 

tne individual applicants ·who had not received but one or two votes. The 

connnittee exhibited a sense of responsibility in selecting the right individuals 

to interview. Even though they had been meeting for some time they did not 

indicate that they were tired or disinterested .o.\"t\...o~h T\...c\ 1.1,)e.~e. c. \~e 4o S:~G'.n-i. 

In discussing one of tne women applicants, DR took up her folder and 

as she lea.fed through it she corrnnented on Ms. --- experience. She reported 

that she had had considerable administrative experience in working with programs 
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, funded by federal grants. She appeared to be strong on competence and in the 

area of research. She was a Ford Fellow while working on her PhD and her ex

perience was concentrated in the urban area. Another women member commented 

that she really admired Ms. as she did as much as or more than the -----
others although she -wasga maITied woman with children and other res~onsibilities 

she still maintained high goals. 

The committee took some time to deliberate about the qualifications 

of another woman candidate. Some felt that she did not seem to be as highly 

trained as the other woman and one member suggested that "her whole style 

seems socially oriented. Another felt that she had some goqd working experience. 

One of the -women participants revealed that she was turned· off because she had 

included her picture. 

GH admitted that he was willing to eliminate one of the applicants 

who received only one vote but AA insh:;ted that she would like to have the 

committee consider (Lemak). Several other co:rnmentS'1were made about the 

applicants who had not been very successful with the group as a whole. GH 

commepted, 11 I can see why someone is ambitious and wants to move up but I 
(Marquis) 

felt that lK±x statements in his::vita are strained and so were 'rome of his 

recs. 11 He observed that he had applied for the superintendent's position 

and the Regional Director's position before that. Jokingly he added, "l-Iaybe 

he knows something we don 1t know. 11 

Another applicant was discussed with the discussion led by wne of 

the women members who pointed out that his-; specialization was only in the 

area of Ehglish. He had limited e.xpe~ience in public schools and msst of his 

experience was with the National Council of Reading. However, she added that 

his recommendations were very positive. 

In speaking about the few women applicants, AA strongly indicated 

her feelings::'When she said, 11I don 1t feei. tnat we need to decide on one woman 

over another woman applicant. 11 

:@_ suggested tnat tney discuss NCCartner and the nntire committee 

seemed to indicate that they felt very positive about him. It was pointed out 
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that this applicant had experience on all levels. 

Another name was introduced and discussed. One member thought it 

was most interesting that he had written his autobiography in third person. 

The group did not act in an excited way but jus:b~,rnentioned that he had some 

secondar<J experience and then had joined an intern program. 

After some additional comments, DA asked, 'ITthere are we now? 11• The 

members continued to busy themselves with. their notes~. and the applications which 

were piled in the center of the table for reference. 

At this point, GR wondered if, "there are any we can take off of the 

list? 11 Again the members:;poured over their notes and some asked if they could 

continue to talk about each ef the names on the list. Several names were dis

cussed wit h such connnents as "he had lots of experience but not enough special

i zation to gain much" or "tremendous academic credBntials but •.. 11 and 11af'ter 

r er eading his application, I don •t know why I rated him a~high as i did. 11 

One of the members left the meeting at this ti.me and clid .not return 

for almost an hour. 

The connnittee continued with their search by discussing another 

applicant who had been rated high by a number of the group. DA commented that 
\ 

he knew on e of the individuals who had written a recommendation for him and he 
said 

would like the committee to consider him. Another member/she had picked up that 

he was not going to be considered .for any in-house positions where he is. 11Per

haps the only way he could move up would ' be to the superin'tendent• s job and there 

was no vancancy~•, she z,bserved. This ·helped to explain his interest in applying 

for this posstion. after oom e time had been spent di scussing this applicant 

one of the s el ection committ ee as:ak ed just how much budgetary experience is 

r equired for this position. The Regional Director mo was on the cOillillitt ee 

helped to g i ve some conc ept of the requirement s f or this position. He felt 

tha t a person should be strong in curriculum. He add ed that, "Hiring is 

es sentially the principal ' s j ob. 11 In clarifying this position he responded by 
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saying that the district has certain expectations"but the princ;i.pals and the 

Di.rector work together with their responsibility divided between the high 

school, two junior high schools and many grade schools~ A great deal of time 

is spent on the curriculum and the regional director needs good people to 

make these programs strong.!. Another area of expertise is needed in making 

district-wide decisions. 11 This information seemed to assist the members in 

having a clearer picture of the responsibilities involved as they now began 

to measmze the individual with the requirements of the position. 

They discussed another applicant who was popular with the entire 

committee. He was described as having 11lots •;of pizza.;s'. He had gone into 

the intern programs and was highly evaluated by those with whom he worked. 

His::;dis~:ertation was entitled "Blacks in an All ~hite Co.mmunityrr. Several 

were most enthusiastic as he had experience on all levels and another commented 

that "he seems:,like a reai mover" and wondered how long he would be content here 

in this community. Another member felt he wanted to come to this area because 
special 

of/ser1rices which he understood were available for a member of his family. 

Another applicant was discussed. He had h eard about the position 

and had come into the office for a personal int_erview. 

Several members~started talking with the others<.: at this point and 

one of the committee walked around tne room to "speak with someone on the 

opposite side of the room. 

Such connnents as 11i<J1at really turned kn you on were those ·who- spoke 

about kids and ;;showed some real concern 11 ; 11It is important ·whether someone 

else says they work well witn young studentsr.or whether they say that about 

themselves 11 11There were no r ecommendations on his current position"; 11He _ 
"I°?l~.....,, .. t'\,,,,.~,-.,_,e. I'.~ ~c.....,..c.r~~o....,.Jl;½f. . 

probably knows his way around -uurriculum" were those verbalized as other 1>vo~. 

" 
applicants were discussed. 

- was the n ext applicant to be discussed. He had -----
excellent recommendations, had experi ence on both levels of administration, 

his experimental background was in alternative education. ?fo_st ·:,of participants 

1·rnre enthusiastic about his qualifications:. 
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After a discussion of several other applicants Q! asked ii' the 

different applicants could be weighted and then tne committee could vote on 

them. Another member wondered if there wasr:someone who could tell her about 

the pupil-teacher ratio in each district. Another member reported that roughly 

23% of the children are in each district with ~ome 300 teachers serving each 

area. When she received this information ,;she asked that a candidate she was 

s_upporting be removed from the list as he had not served this large a system. 

Another member objected to tnis and suggested that they leave him on the list 

because he represented someone who 11isn I t so powerful 11 • 

Some members sgarting looking over folders together and other started 

walking around the room. The chair suggested -cc!- five minut.e break as it was 

after five o'clock and some members: were visably tired •. 

Coming back into the meeting room again, DR asked brightly if the 

committee had decided on the number of candidates to interview. Another 

member askied how many of the applicants were from the New Jers:e~ are and 

wondered about chartering a plane to bring the.'11 for interviews. Another 

member suggested in a felicitous manner, "Better still how about sending 

this committee back to interview thetn in th:eir area! 11 

DA suggested that the members rate their top five choices idth a 

high of number 5 and going to a low of 1. The committee took time to pick 

their top so tney could have some basis· for.discussion. One member decided 

not to vote imra saying, "I haven't done rrry homework 11 
•• 

.. 

One participant admitted that he felt like he was taking a final ~ asr; 

he was the first to finish his voting. He appeared to be embarrassed to have 

made his deciss.dns so quickly as the othersi,were still working on their choices. 
I • 

The names were listed on the blackboard. After their names appeared 

the a:eea they were from, tne total pointssand an area r.lwhich listed special 

designation such as minority or woman. 
Co...v..iu-•Ja'LJ u)t't""-~ Q,e~v~ 

A :.--,5uggestion was made that the ~b::.Li be deleted. It was agreed 

that this would be advisable if they could be brought back if' they were needed . 



The names of those who had the fewest votes on the las:t-!·,preference were the 

names in question. Us.i.ng a scale from one to .four with the number 4 the highest 

the vote was held and the tabulation made. Zach of the four names were listed 

in the order of preference made by the commitee. 

DR express~ a personal wish that she would like to have the committee 

interview as many of the applicants as possible. rn'l reminded the committee that 

some people hava been hired by .-simply using the phone and he asked why this 

couldn't be tried for the filling of this position. Another member (AA) felt 

there was a real need to check further on some of the recommendations. 

WB observed., 11Ve have two real good ideas - talking with the candidate 

and talking with the the references.· No matter how well we plan for the inter

view, we may not learn everything we need to know from the candidate." 

DR endorsed the idea of a conference call but cautioned that there 

was a need to formulate definite guidelines and structure specilic questions. 

GR reminded the connnittee that the announced dates for the interviews~ 

had been changed from the time that the job descriptions had been mailed for 

the position they were seeking a final candidate. He added that he has a problem 

with a telephone call with an applicant. The committee was also reminded that 

an interview had been promised the BSuperintendent for each candidate considered. 

The committee started talking about how long the interviews were going 

to take and one member estimated it would take at least four hours per day with 

the applicants. When GH as~d the chair concerning "released ti.-rne" the chair 

advi52d those so affected would have a substitute sent in for tn\:In. 

The individual who represented the community argued that this was fine 

for teachers,:but she works with people who frown on her being away so much. She 

suggested that she would like to ask for a telephone check made by GR to the:! 

applicant 1 s supervisor asking for information about tne following: 

1. 
2. 

l: 
Curriculum experience 
Decision making 
Interperson'el relations 
overall impression of the applicant's ability. 
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She suggested that this information be obtained on all the ten applicant~ 

being considered. If the chair receives a negative response he could check 

with another reference. 

GR said that he could do this~for the committee. However, he did 

add, 11In the terms of Affirmative Action I 1-rl..ll have to use my auth?rity. At 

the present time you are only considering one female. Unless there is some • 
~~ 

re.µ objection you must Atne otner woman applicant in your final consideration. 11 

He explained tnis was necessary because of past discrimination. GH noted that 

there was a high percentage of women in the final selection considering the total 

number applying. 

One member admitted that she had a strmnf eeling for one of the 

candidates but she agreed that they all should be considered. She added 

that she felt that 11in a way we have been playing games." The chair sta·l:;ed 

that he felt that once you decide who is in the running then it se~~s easier to 

make decisions. 

The meeting was: brought to an abrupt conclusiHm when the members were 

reminded that they were to return for a short meeting on Wednesday from 4-5 P.H. 

It was just past six o I clock when the members left the meeting room mostly by 

twos w.i.tn a great deal of conversation ,.:still going on. Some fifteen minutes 

later several of tne committee members were still standing around the parking 

lot ... sharing their feelings:1about tne decisions with o~hef embers. 

"l'>&::t 'i ~ \l\4Ui 9. 
The ~ ..: !'fBt Finalists 

The third meeting of the Screening Col!lffiittJe was~ held in. the Board 

Conference Room at the Administration Building at four o'clock on a beautiful 

spring day. Several arrived early for the meeting including ~ who had been 

absent from the second session due to illness. Severai greetea and asked her 

how she was feeling . 

Another member ·was there for a few minutes only to talk with GR and 

then announced that he had to leave as he needed to get to the bank as he was 
leaving the n eXt day. He waved to everyone and was off. 



GR talked with several members and then announced when he was asked 

about available .funding to bring in candidates from the east coast~ he report,ed 

"that he and the Director of .Personnel had gone in to see the superintendent 

about the monies for the interviews and he -was pleased and would give the 

information when tne meeting · sta.rted. 11 

i1ffii.a One member -suggested that ii' there are other positions open 

perhaps they should have more candidates come for interviews to see if -they 

' might be good for other jobsi Anotner member of the committee arrived a little 

after the others but before th_e meeting stnrted· and complained tl-/,at she was 

hungry. She thought there might be some cookies left fr9m another meeting and 

asked for permiss~on to check. 

n~~r:n:::m:a:x:kecbd:il:mxm:wti::ll:g GR decided that those who could att~nd this 
as there were 

meeting were in attendance and suggested that they get started~ 

some who had other commitments. He reported tnat he had been abla to get 

further information on the top :_six which the committee had selected. He said 

that he had either picke d a reference or called their immediate supervisor and 

• then he proceeded to go down the list of applicants reporting the results of 

his calls. 

In reviewing the first individual, GR stated that he called his 

superintendent who was his immediate superior and asked how he· per.formed 

in the area of interpersonnal relat ions. The response ,vas that he is great 

tops:~_-- outstanding. In decision making he had experience on several levels 

and in a number of different slots . In the area of curriculum his superior 

felt that tnis was his area of real strength as he had served as bot h an assistant 

principal and later as a principal of an elementar.f school. He indicated that 

his strength in cuITiculum seemed greater than in other areas of experience. He 

continued that he works well with others and is outstanding in his dealing with 

personnel.. He concluded that he felt we would be 11lucky if you can get hi.lll11
• 

GR mentioned that he had also called another man in the same area ·who knew him 

and he was described as "very outstanding 11
• 
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In reviewing the other candidates such terms as the following were 

a) Sometimes he met resis~tnce to his ideas but he was successful 
in bringing the staff along. 

b) On a continuum rating of 1 to 10 he would rate him as 9+. 

c) A perfectionist in decision making and expects the same 
perf onnance of his co-workers and this is meant in terms 
of a positive sense. 

d) She had no problems as a woman coming up the hard way with 
children and family responstibilities •..• has complete commitment 
to getting the job done. 

e) High performance expectations and strong in the area of secondary 
curriculum .•. extremely well liked by his peers. He is willing 
to listen to difficult persp·ectives: · before making decisions. 

f) '\l.orks well with other cultures and handled difficult -situations 
in an up front manner. She stands behind her decisions and works 
well with committees and colleagues •.•. is creative and courageous. 
She says what she believes but ssupports the decisions of others. 

The announcement was made concerning the conversation with the super

intendent concerning the costs of bringing individuals in for interviews. GR 

reported that TP feels this the most illlportant position £or consideration this 

year and he has:-:made a memo to the school board requesting t,hat $5,000 be 

transferred fr.@:m the contingency fund to take care of costs in interviewing 

the selected finalisd;E. In discussing the finances GR sugg ested that it might 

be appropriate th~t a half fare amount be charged to the individual applicant -as a cozmnittee member ;:;suggested . To which the superintendent replied, 11IT I 

had been asked to come on that basis, I would not have come." 

The committee took ti.roe to further deliberate asking if s ·everal could 

be held until the committee had a chance to interview some of the others. How-
, 

ever, one member reported that in going over one of applicants folders ·who was~ 

marginal on the list : of choices, .tt one of the recommendations stated that 11he 

w--as dedicated and doesn't play games with people. 11 She then asked if they could 

consider seven applicants. The chair agree that they could. Another . spoke 

in favor of continuing to consider h:i.lll. 



The committee was reminded that the schedule, although tentative 

was scheduled for April 8, 11, and 13. One of the committee -who was going 

to be ou-t of town for the first session of interviews asked if the others 

would consider taping the interviews. The chair stated that he was generally 

opposed to this procedure as it sometimes makes the candidates feel uneasy. 

A general diseussion continued as the committee decided on the times 

for the interviews. Some members wanted to use full afternoonsf:and another 

member reminded the group that tliis was not tbo fair for the member who was 

not working for the school system. Another ; suggested that the committee 

interview one candidate an evening and thenthe committee 11could go out for 

dinner. However, GR mm quickly brought the committee back to reality 

by suggesting that they decide on a definite t:illle to interview the in-aistrict 

applicants. 

One of the committee asked GR why he had not called all of the final 

list. The anss-er was that the chair did not feel that he would like to encourage 

so many candidates unnecessarily. Tha.connnittee was reminded to keep their 

evaluations past the interview sessions so he could have them. 11People tend 

to call in to ask!;why they were not considered' for a particular position." 

After some discussion the committee agreed that it would be convenient 

to interview in-district people on April 7th between 3-6:00 p.m. GR suggested 

that tne committee use the first half hour before the interviews to formulate 

the questions they wished to ask the applicants. The follow:i.ng schedule was 

posted for the committee: 

April 7: 
" 11: 
II 13: 

3 - 7:00 P. M. 
Monday Afternoon 
Wednesday afternoon 

One of the members asked if the candidates could come i n the middle of 

the week and the chair r esponded that this would test their commitment. Some 

of the members questioned the Monday and the \~dnesday afternoon session. Another 

wanted to know if the marathon session would be held Waldnesday afternoon. The 

questions indicated a feeling of uncertainty among the members as to the procedure 
and their responsibility. 



DM proposed that unless N the Personnel Director reports that one 

of the borderline candidates is top fiight 11we do not ask him. Sloul.d this 

be left up to GR? 11 

GR promptly replied that he wanted to get the director. He left the 

conference room and quickly returned with Mr. w. who reported that he apparently 

was not too impressed with this individual for he had no recall of him. He said 

that he usually can remember a person pretty well. 

Wien he left the room, one of the members remarked, "That ·s enough .for 

me. 11 

The meeting broke up abruptly with some individuals going to other 

meetings and several took time to wish DR a good trip. 

PART II 

Interviewing the finalists 

Meeting 'With the In-district Candidates: April 7th had been established 

as the neBt meeting date for the screening cOl!IIDittee before the members left tow 

for Spring Vacation. This meeting was scheduled to be held in the TV room ::a in 

the Administration Building. 

EM, one of the early arrivals, commented on the arrang~ment of the 

tables because they were too spread out. Sle enlisted the help of several 

of the other early arrivals in rearranging the tables. 

GR was also early for the meeting and brought.forms for evaluation 

(See Appendix, page ) which he handed out to the committee members. Aa he 

passed the forms around he mentioned that several applicants had been notified 

that they were not among the finalists. He reported that one person wanted to 

know -what the process -was as he was being considered elsewhere and he would 

appreciate hints on giving a better presentation of himself. Wien he was 

questioned about the afternoon•s time frame he announced that the last interview 

was scheduled to start at 5 30 P.M. 
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As the other members of the committee were assembling, several of 

group were talking met about a recent development in the community and these 

'Who were concerned about the situation showed some obvious emotional feelings. 

The secretary from personnel carried the coffee pot into the room 

and returned shortly with the cups. i-hen one of the members started to pour 

a cup it was discovered that the pot wouldn·t work. GR tried to find the 

trouble and WB who always seemed to be aware of those kinds of details 

immediately went over to assist. Finally the problem was solved and the members 

seemed to be relieved that there would be coffee for thelong session . 

One of the members voiced, "Let 1s get this show .on the road 11 and 

another asked, 11 rhat•s for dinner, GR?". GR ignored this question as he 

.. 
handed fonns to those who had not received them earlier. 

DM asked GR if they were supposed to be developing a game plan to 

~-"hich the chair respond~d that there were several things to do before they 

could start inter.viewing candidates. He asked the members to develop a list of 

seven or eight questions to ask of each of the candidates. ~en he reported 
R 

that D:i?m:Rxhad sent him a listing of questions although she was still in 
GR 

the Fast and unable to attend this session. cmll read her questions at a 

member ' s request so they could discuss them. They were as follows: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
'!I"() 

4. 

5. 
6. 
1. 
8 . . 

'hlly are you seeking a position in administration? 
WiJ.l you list your stren~~9s and weaknesse s? 
Ooul.d you share a time in your life when you were extremely 
well pleased with the way you handled a difficult situati on. 
Could you share a time in your life when you were not pleased 
with the way you handled things. 
How do you believe that other people perceive you? 
1-hy did you apply for t his position? 
How .;ould you act as a change agent in a given situation? 
How would you describe your leadership style? 

Some of the members wondered if it was fair to ask a candidate to list 
ki:x 
ieaknesses and one of the group said that he was not comfortable asking her 

questions as he really wanted curriculum stressed. 

Another member felt that a question should be structured along these 

• lines: vhat special training and experience do you have that uniquely qualifies 
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, you for this position? She thought that something might be added ~or those 

who applying who are minorities such as Do you £eel that you might be uncom

fortable living in this community where there are so few minorities? In the 

interviews with women she stressed that something like the following might be 

appropriate - W:>men get little support here within the school system and need 

to be self starters. Do you think that you would be able to work under these 

circumstances? 

The chair reminded the committee that the questions could be interpre

ted in a variety of ways and he cautioned them tf the need to have the questions 

extremely well phrased. '!be member responded that she had given quite a little 

thought about this position particularly as it related. Sle concluded that she 

was thinking about this 111n the shower last night." 

Another woman member commented that she felt most women already 

knew this is the way it is in most jobs for women to function nowadays. She 

thought they could ask if the candidate could think of an experience which would 

reinforce their particular agressiveness. Another woman cem¼Rk~cominented that 

this could be valuable information, however, she did add that i£ a woman is not 

getting support this should be dealt with properly as it is against the law 

n in dealing with minorities and women. 

GR commented that a person might have a broad background which might 

not be culturally diverse. "Do you believe or think that this might be signil'icant?1• 

.IM spoke up again saying, 11 You just triggered· another question ... Do 

you feel that you need a group where you can get your support" could be another 

question to ask. 11 

The chair and some of the other members felt that might be other points 

~ich might be important thanr:the racial issues. GR related that -what you will 

find is that the candidates will begin to ask the ccmmittee questions. He contmn

ued with, 11 to.hen you finish establishing questions then I -w.i.11 make some assign

men ts as to the individual responsible for asking questions." 

Another member suggested that it would be helprul to approach the 

- ----- _ , 
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the problems with real specific situations --ones wich would be a tough one 

for a director to answer. For example, a teacher and a principal in conflict 

would be a good one. GR followed that this is one he will surely have to deal 

with in this position. 

One member felt that the people in this district have the advantage 

of knowing certain aspects which are in need of assistance. GR commented, 

11That is an interesting observation· for in-district people have certain ad

vantages and outsiders may have other advantages by not being so close so 

they can observe certain things. 11 

Another question concerned the comparison of two of the in-district 

candidates. 1-lB asked, 11 '\-hat do you see as the most pressing need? has ---
a lack of secondary experience and ___ has a lack of elementary experience. 

Bow do you get them to cover this? 11 GR commented that the general questions 

will usually lead into ~ore specific information. 

One of • the group asked if ,.it would be appropriate to ask them to 

describe their management style and another member quickly added that leadership 

is~ very important aspect. 

The questions had been pretty serious up;until this time when someone 

suggested that sometimes you need to askr;something to break the tension. For 

example, he had a friend who had asked the, candidate if he ever smoked pot. 

Then he continued in a more serious tone saying it might be good for the can

didate to evaluate a situational example relating to why did you do as you did 

and therefqre would suggest the skills he would be bringing ·l;o this position 

which are unique. 

Another member wanted questions to be so structured that the candidate 

would be asked to describe a model to expand curriculum development. He would 

like to know wb.at the candidate feels are the roles of the students, parents, 

teachers, Staff Development Program people and the in-service pe~ople. 
J.l\r(\ 
~ said that she would be interested in their actual background 
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in teaching. "1-hat is their philosophy of the learning process?11 She added, 

11 Some have been in administration forever - and they don,r't even know today• s 

kids. 11 

AA wanted her question based upon personnel. She asked, nHow 

n~uld they handle a parent situation? Wlat is their philosophy of parent

student-teacher relationship?" Ste wanted the candidate to describe a p1.an 

whereby they have affected good relationships with parents, students and teachers. 

MM wanted to have another question included. She structured it in this 

way, "Wiat skills do you have to collect hard data to evaluate certain aspects 

of the program?" 

Most of the conversation had been on the serious side and finally 

WB suggested that they should find out, "How do they prove they 'Will be nice 

to the curriculum specialist ?1• The members were quickly brought back to 

reality when DA asked for clarification concerning procedure. GR, are you going 

to lead off? 

The procedure was explained that the candidate would be introduced, 
an 

:xtoo~ have m;:s:kx.a: opportunity to meet the committee; .ltfi s@i rl have time 

to make his statements, and then be questioned by the committee. The blue for 

closing the interview would be for :GR to ask the candidate if he had any questions 

he would like to ask the committee. 

These arrangements were connnented on by DM -who stated, "One thing 

GR is very good about and that is cutting the discussion·. · His signal is 

very sensitive to seeing how the committee feels. 11 Because of p.aving had 

this experience before he knew the process involved. 

MM spoke up suj genly saying, 11 I 1,-ould simply die sitting in this 

arrangement 11 and another member who had arranged the table explained that 

she thought that the committee needed to be closer to the candidate. 

Several asked about writing down notes-and the consensus seemed to 

be that any writing should be kept at a minimum. 

GR left the room to bring in the first of the in-district candidates, 

one of whom had been acting Regional Director during this current year. 
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, one of the local administrators, was the first person the -----MB 

committee had a chance to meet. GR asked each of the members to introduce them

selves by their positions in the district. One of the members who knew the 

candidate well introduced himself as Jimmy Carter, a break in the ten•sion which 

helped to lighten the atmosphere and to alleviate.some nervousness on the part 

of the candidate. 

The interview started with GR saying to that he, of course, ---
was well acquainted with the duties of this position and then he bluntly asked, 

ll'l-hy did you apply for this position ?11 

MB appeared to be quite ill at ease as he opened and closed the 

folder he brought with him containing notes for the interview. He began 

by saying that he had been weighing career goals and trying to see the direction 

he wanted to go as he continued to build his career. He stressed that he was 

an educational leader and had special skills in working with students. He 

did say he particularly enjoyed students and had thought this position would 

be removed somewhat from the daily contact 'With the students which h~ so enjoyed. 

IM started the questions for the committee by asking what past 

experience did he have that he feels makes him well qualified for this position. 

He said that he vie-wed this poai tion as one which would deal with many individuals. 

He related that he had worked in various assignments with this school sys~em 

and he believed that_this gave him a variety of advantages. During the time 

he was involved with in-service classes working out 0£ the aiucation Center he 

had become well acquainted with the staff. 

In response to the .. question, "'Wb.at are the most important aspects of 

this job?11 he replied that he felt that everyone should have a part in the 

deci.sion making. "Knowing the region -as I do, I would let everyone have a 

part in the decisions affecting this district." 

He explained that he felt that they had not gone as far as they could 

in the development of programs. He felt that the responsibility needed to be 

delegated to the teachers to make more of the decisions. He stated, ''r.e need to 

get more of a response to what the teachers feel is imoortant.n 
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He continued, 11 I run concerned with the organizations setup. We have 

done a little but more needs to be done. I guess I would build a data base 

so we could find out where we are in the individual schools.r DA feeling a 

need to clarify this £or the · committee gave some focus by adding, "So your 

central thrust "WOuld be in the broad areas of concern using some clear cut 

approaches. 11 To ~hich MB ---- responded with, . 11 Yes, I think we need to 

nail some of those things down. 11 

The committee continued with their questioning with the candidate 

answerd:tig some with ease and to another he replied, "That s a nasty question 1 

I can do a lot of things well but I do need to have the backing of my staff 

to accomplish it. In this case it is against the district goal or 'all things 

at all times' and I really don I t lmow if that is right either. rr He visably 

showed signs of tension as he continued to work with the folder he had with 

him. 

~:OCillXiOCXI.fillU A cotlll'llent was made, 111 see you mainly dealing with 

the principals as a director. Do you see yourself working with the individual 

teachers? 11 MB quickly replied, "I certainly :.would give more at1iention 

to that . This area. is a real concern of A.mine - really getting to know the 

teachers. '' 

A hypothetical case which would implement the middle school concept 

in this school system was introduced and the candidate was asked how he would 

go about enlisting the support of others for~ implementation. 

A question was structured asking the candidate how he would handle 

a difficult situation with a teacher and a principal at loggerheads. He aaa 

asked how he would handle this problem 'in the bests interests of the students ... 

Other questions involving teacher ''™"'P""S...:cnt« incompetency, the use 

of hard data and how this would be obtained, the lack of experience on the 

secondary level, the changes which are being made in the junior highs, and 

shifting pattern of interest of people in the neighborhood toward schools-were 

dealt with~ and these were £mllowed by other questions of 

- - --- ... - ... - - - - . ·--- -·--~ . ,..,, ... __ 



equal interest to_ all of the members of the committee. 

In discussing the amount of influence a director has on the atbl.etic 

program it was stated .:.tmd. ::not muchi:. Another question relating to this subject 

suggested there was a regional interest and an administrative interest and MB 

stated that he felt that the director should see where the program fitted into 

the picture and then go to fight for it. One member picked up, "Are you saying 

you aren't afraid to) fight? 11 The candidate appeared to be disturbed by this 

and responded that you have a tendency to see things differently from different 

perspectives. 

GR sensing that the candidate seemed to be getting· a little tired 

asked, 11 We have been asking you a lot of questions, do you have any questions 

'Which yo:µ would like to ask the committee?1' 

The candidate assured the committee that they ha:dl:"·followed his list 

pretty well. There were some areas that are crucial such as the energy crisis 

which were not discussed-. He also mentioned other areas of interest £or 

him. such as equal opportunities for handicapped students, shifting enrollment and 

controlling waste. 11 We need to adopt strict guidelines but until the kids see 

us as really serious, they won't believe there is a serious problem. 11 

Concluding the interview GR told MB that the committee would be 

interviewing until mid-week and he would be advised of the decision as soon as 

the finalists have been named. Then he thanked MB for his time and in 

tum the candidate thanked the committee for their interest and conce:en for this 

position. 

GR left with him and the members discussed the beauti£ul day. One 

member reminded the others that ''we are havimig beautif'uJ. weather for all of the 

in-district people and you know "rib.at it will be like next week1 11 c 

The second in-district candidate was interviewed in much the same manner. 

He prefaced his interview with these remarks, 11 I like kids a great deal. Attitude 

is also very important. The ability to work with diverse types of people to try 
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, to get the..illlost potential out of others is one of my stronger qualification. 

Now by this I don1 t mean just to satisfy a temporary condition but to build 

an organization which can accomplish something. I realize that this is not 

a ·virtue in itself but I do believe that I have skills to organize suoe'essfully 

to get things accomplished. I also believe that my communication skills are 

good and I have the ability to understand 1ny co-workers. 11 As he continued to 

talk he appeared to be slightly nervous as he kept turning his coffee cup 

around not realizing that the sty;rofoam cup squeaked as he did. He continued, 

11Issues are not isolated bu interrelated. I believe that I have the ability 

to see the overall picture. I keep educational objectives in perspective. 

I have a tendency to be task orientated, quite philosophioaJ., and perhaps a 

tendency to be too limited in some of my work. 11 

and fonnat 
·The procedure/was much the same as used for the first interview. 

At the conclusion of the interview opportunity was given for the candidate 

to ask the cormnittee questions and to this he answered that if the members of 

the committee had any concerns about him he would feel very comfortable about 

sharing his ideas about the way he operates. 

The committee was very cordial to him and especially thanked him 

for his time before them and in turn he thanked the committee for their time 

with him. GR left with him and returned with the last in-district applicant. 

'lhe last candidate appeared to be vecy much at ease as he sat dorm 

at the head of the table. He made a special point of saying that he believed 

he was the oldest person in the room and he hoped that it w-ouldn•t offend anyone 

that he was applying for this position. He continued, "I have traveled a long 

ways, It is difficult to respond to a group such as.this if you don 1t relate 

to your experience. This job has a lot of appeal to me. I like setting prior

ities. In seeking funds for schools, I like to bring everyone together as a 

team --teachers, parents, students. I believe there needs to be a catalyst. 

There must be someone there to bridge the gaps. I have had a lot of experience 

in many areas. 11 
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He rubbed the table in front of him and pushed his leather folder 
and unfolded 

_dck and forth. Realizing he was doing this he stopped and folded/his hands. He 

appeared to be quite relaxed as he talked smiling easily and his general appearance 

and presence brought Jortq an apparent friendliness with some of the members of the 

committee. 

The same fonnat was used again with the questions adjusted a little 

more to him and his teaching experience than :!d:m was apparent with his co-applicants 

from the district. He was asked by one of the members about how serious he was in 

appl;y:ing for this position, as it had been noted that he was also a candidate for 

a position on the school board. He explained how this caine about which seemed to 

satisfy the member 'Who inquired. 

Questions were similar to those which had been suggested so they 

could touch base with the wide scope of infonnation derived from the applic~nt's 

nswers. He emphasized that he thought -we need to humanize education, stand up 
always 

and admit that we haven't/done everything right. l~ need to think through the 

impact of Title IX.. 11 He spoke of things which were asked of him in light of his 

experiences in other areas and outside of the United states. He concluded by 

relating more of his experience and one member connnented seriously, "My you have · 

done almost everything! 11 He Bnded his interview time with a short story about 

different ethnic groups in a school he taught in in New Jersey. The committee 

responded ~w&xta politely and then GR and left the room.after he was informed ---
that it would be several days befora a decision would be made. 

GR returned and passed out the printed schedules for the following 

Monday and Wednesday. One of the women members questioned while the women applicants 

were.always the last ones on the agenda. As it was after seven o'clock the connnittee 

seemed very anxious to get away as they were tired from the long session. Food had 

-een mentioned so frequently between~interrl.ews that it was obvious they were hungry. 
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Meeting with Candidates outside of school district: The chairperson 

.d taken such a ribbing about not having any food for the committee at the previous 

that he arrived early) for the meeting with a huge tray heaped with various kinds 0£ 

cookies. GH entered the room shortly afterwards with a large box of Dunkin' Doughnuts 

so the committee was to ba well fortified for their lengthy discussion session with 

the applicants who had arrived from out of town for the·_:interviews. 

DR was one of the earliest members to appear and as the other members 

arrived they all asked her about her trip to New York. Some 0£ the committee gave her 

brief details about the last meeting and the interviews with the in-district applicants. 

Coming in with his right hand intricately bandaged, BT was asked by 

by several of the members about what had happened and he responded that he had tried 

1·to chop of.f' some of his fingers with an axe 11 • He oblri.ously was affected by this 

accident and remained rather quiet throughout the meeting. 

As this was a new room for the committee to use, the tables were formed 

__ fferently than the othe~ room used for the in-district interviews. Immediately~ 

~eized the opening time to completely change the table arrangement to 11make the applicants 

feel a little more at ease•· as she put it. 

Several of the other members noted that there was food :for the meeting 

and made their approval audible. 

Wien the committee had assemiffed GR announced that he had word from. -

JB that she ha_d severly sprained her ankle and would -b~ unable to be there 

for the suggested interview time. Several menbers suggested that perhaps the committee 

could fly back to her and one member:felt that the coming weekend would be a good one 

as far as she was concerned. No immediate resolution for this problem was made. 
the information 

Other announcements included/that the first applicant was now with the 

superintendent and would be arriving shortly, that another candidate will be w.ith 

a committee later, and a request that someone was needed to pick up EN ------
at 4:00 P. M. at the airport. MM volunteered :trocyr:i:J:k rith the request that someone 

remind her about this responsibility after the meeting was over. GR reported that 
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T?f'- -would be arriving at 2:30 P. M.and would be interested in a tour o:f the 

District. Arrangements were made :for members to either meet or escort the candidates 

_pon arrival. GR lef't the room briefly. 

There was a request that the connnittee take a little time to debrief 

on Tnursday's candidates and before action could be taken, GR had returned w.i..th a 
.-

request. that com.mi ttee members make identification name cards so the applicants 

could address than by name. A suggestion that the members be identified as to the 

areas they serve was ignored. 

Being appraised about the need to debrief about the first interviews 

GR let the committee talk. IM commented that she didn't believe that she vrould like 

to consider one of the applicants as he was not really in the mainstream of today's 

thinking. Sle followed that she felt he failed to respond to the questions he was 

asked. A member spoke up xmi:x:mtg:~~a~:after the discussion had gone on for a period 

of time that he would like to propose not considering him. At this point !Br the 

:hair mcggr,ra pointed out that there is no need to eliminate candidates at this X'!fi'R1C 

point of deliberation. The other c~mdidates interviewed were also discussed. 

One member noted, 11A lot of people can talk a good story but you must 

make your evaluation when you see them in action. 11 Strong points about these tw-o 

candidates were expressed by the individual members who had worked closely with them 

for the past few years. Several members made no comment during this time. Several 

indicated that it was hard to be objective. 

The chair le.ft the room briefly and returned with the first candidate, 

I.J. Z , who bd;.01-1 was introduced to the committee .m.d in turn introduced them-

selves. ~ opened the discussion by saying that he had just had an opportunity to 

talk with the superintendent and now you have :this time to share and discuss your 

concerns and interests with the screening committee. 

He indicated that he was looking for a leadership position in education 

-nd was frankly very interested in this position. He liked the size of the job, £elt 

he would like the area and emphasized that the job description fits the experience 
11and the things I do well". GR had forgotten to introduce me so he interrupted the 

GE> 
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interview briefly to introduce me (EB) as an "unbiased• observer11 to which _I_Z __ _ 

replied·, 11And so am I 11
• 

The:.questions were well articulated by the committee members. The 

format was similar to the one~used with the in-district candidates. However, as 

the committee members gained confidence in their ability to probe for in-depth answers 

the questions were stated in a different form. The areas covered were about the 

same and yet with more interesting~structure, the applicants could expand more on 

their experience as it related to the situation,s questioned. The questioning 

went on for almost an hour as the candidate searched for examples and ways of stating 

answers to provide the kinds of answers the committee could use to picture the 

ability this candidate would bring to this position.· The members watched him very 

intently as he spoke and because he was the first applicant they were keenly aware 

during the entire interview. 

After.. answering numerous questions about how he would approach certain 

·.tuations, one member asked him what he did in his spare time. He seemed to be 

relieved in a way to have this break in the seriousness of the interview. He replied 

that his family likes to camp, he reads a lot - enjoys fiction, loves music and attends 

the symphony concerts, A particular interest of his is baroque music he told the 

group. He lil: likes sports, .teach~s Sunday School and then he posed the question, 

111-hat do~.I do in my spare time? I take care of a dog, two cats and a nine year old. 

I am a reasonab1y social person and a pretty good cook11
• 

GR brought the interview to a elose'.by asking him if he would like 

to add anything to his remarks. He told the committee he liked the make-up of their 

committee and stated that this type of decision making process was one .nth which 

he was uot unfamiliar. One of the members asked if the job description was not clear 

to him. He indicated that he had decided it looked heavy with curriculum development. 

After some remarks about his initials he thanked the group and left the room with the 

le chairperson. 

This break allowed the members to discuss the candidate rdth such comment~ 
as ''.an interesting man and seemingly very self-assured", 11 in looking over applications -
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they don t mean a thing until you put a face to the name1 "the thing that bothered 

me ,was that he seemed--so dissatisfied 'With his answers", 11he had a tendency to talk 

st the point", "I thought he warmed up and got better as he talked 11. Several thought 

he seemed extremely nervous. 

Wien the chairman returned the discussion shifted to JB and the -------
tim~ wen the committee could interview her. DR felt that the co:mmittee could and 

should do. it on Sunday. GR countered with another plan to do it on the :following 

Monday, then have the marathon session and finish up that night with a dinner meeting 

possibly. There was an urgency to have the committee complete their decision making 
in ord'er 

/to enable the superintendent to have a selection to present to the School Board members 

by Tuesday evening. As several members could not meet on Monday, GR announced that 

he would try to arrange for a meeting on Thursday . 
• 

Another candidate was interviewed and the quesnioning following the 

pattern followed much the same pattern as the first interview. 

After the interview was tenninated OUoa!J:m the members of the screening 

>mmittee quietly discussed the two candidates with the people closest them. ~hen 

the chair returned several conflicts he reported that several conflicts needed to be 

resolved about the next interviewees and the meeting was brought to a speedy conclusion 

with most of the members hurrying to leave for other connnitrnents they had for the 

evening .. 
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April 13--Second Session ;nth out-of-district·candidates: The tables had 

been~ rearranged since the meeting two days before and as some of the members 
One 

rrived this fact 1-ra.s commented upon. iilWi£ll member.-: reported that she_~· wa'S'i:: so 

tired and felt that the strain of this responsibility was beginning to surface. Another 

member thought he didn t need to attend this session as he had just spent the past 

two hours with one of the candidates. BT asked MM how the interviews went during the 

dinner hour the night before. MM evaded the question but reported that she had gained 

all the weight she had lost when she was ill. 

Several wondered about JB • GR said that he had talked to ------
her and relayed the committees wish to interview her either on.Thursday or Friday 

of this week. He told her that the members of the committee had definite colTJillitments 

to the other candidates to let them know within a ten day period. t-.hen asked if she 

w0uld be able to come she reported that she did not feel comf'ortable traveling 1.;hile 

st:ill in such pain. This response was question and several felt that if she wanted 

'he position badly enough she would be here for the interview. 

(DM) One of the members stated that he needed to leave no later than 6:10 P.M. 

GR was disturbed as he sa:td, 111.f you :· .. are having a good interview I don 1 t want to• be 

limited by time restraints. 11 Some of the members felt that they had wasted some time 

during the interviews. 

A discussion of the final meeting --the Marathon. Session--was held and 

as a number of the committee was involved with a workshop over the weekend they stated 
'I'> 

they preferred having the meeting before the weekend. It wa~ decided that this special 

session would be held the following morning at 6:00 A.M. at the Holiday Inn. GR said 

he would make arrangements for breakfast. 

DR had been out of town w en the in-district candidates were interviewed 

and she asked that some arrangements be made to enable her to meet with them this evening. 

'!he committee spent the ensuing tillle going over their notes on applications for those 

10 were to be interviewed. 

The remainder of the afternoon session was devoted to interviewing two 

men and one woman applicants with the interviews following closely the framework set 

up for the other interviews. 
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The committee. responded with the same kind of enthusiasm to questioning 

the woman applicant as they had with the men. 

_.1e following: 

She responded to questions such as 

a) How would you describe your administrative style? 
b) How would you characterize students at the Junior High Level? 
c) Will you tell us some of the thing s pa. Farly Childhood 

Etlucation has done that has related to the high school? 
d) Can you be humanistic and still be accountable? 
e) Traditionally the administration role has been male. 1-lly did you 

choose administration and what do;·you.:. see as the future for 
women? 

Ms . .;;;BP.;;._ ___ appeared to be very calm and showed no visible signs 

uf nervousness during the interview. l'lhen she had been asked about women's role 

in administration she explained that she had a husband and two sons and now with 

her family grown and her husband retiring this was the first time she has had a 

chance to do what she w""()uld like to do in this area. She stated that she believes 

that women should be paid equal pay for equal work and ended this particular dis:.. 

cussion by saying, 11It takes both sexes to make a world". 

She explained to the committee something about her work saying that 

she was working i:m: with funds from a grant from HEW. She was asked how she saw 

herself working with a team to which she replied .'.1.it is one of the lonliest jobs 

in the world but she would .find it extremely fascinating 11
• 

She left the room following the chair's asking if she had questions 

to ask of the committee. She reported that she had the opportunity to see the 

district Jd::tk earlier in the day and thanked the committee .for their time. 

BT was accused by several members of not asking one question. He 

said that he enjoyed listening to the others and felt they had covered the::subject 

vell. 

The morning session was confirmed. GR discussed dinner plans XDh for 
two (one had taken a mid-afternoon flight) 

the~ applicants/and reminded the committee that they needed to decide about 

1a t to do with the candidate who had a sprained ankle. Theyc; decided that they felt 

.they could not delay and decided to drop her name. 

GH stressed that ground rules should be set up before they were to decide 
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on·the finalists. GR suggested that they come to the morning meeting wdth three or 

u~ people in mind they could live with if others are in agreement. The meeting 

broke up quickly with GR reminding the committee to bring in their evaluation papers 

and name tags. 



Et[aluation Criteria used by the committee: An INTmVIEWREPORT -ADMINISTRATIVE 

fonn had been given members of the committee at the beginning of each session for 

_3e with the individuaJ. applicants. (See Appendix, page __ ) 

This form which is divided into three areas is strictly a value judge-
~ 

ment made as the candidate was before the Imembers. The areas covered are Administra-

tive Skills, Communication SkilJ.s, and Personal ~ualifications with the administrative 

area being :km! -wei~ted the heaviest. The members seemed to use these fonns particularly 

for notes denoted by observation. 

The questions which they asked of the applicants covered most of 

these areas and the way the applicant verbalized his response revealed his experience, 

his skill in cormnunication and his ability to be asse~tive, avrare.and his intelligence 

in resolving a problem. 

The members did not question the form and this indicated to some. 

degree that they found it had usefulJmerit. 



The J."inal Session: &:>me o:f the members of the cOlllilli ttee t.--ere in the special meeting 

oom much be£ore the designated hour of arrival. In listening to the .feeling most 

felt it was much too early, although DR said it was her usual time to be up and begin

ning her day. She asked i.f they could start with five names. 

In response to this question, the chair thought they coul.a list three. 

Before the meeting started, MM questioned BT about his silence at the 

the meeting the day before. MM had taken the two applicants to dinner and she re

ported, ".Everyone was wondering about you. They talked about this la.st night at 

dinner. 11 

The waitress came around to take the orders for breakfast. Aa ·the 

members were waiting they did pour coffee and the entire group were quite excited 

as they .:liI:t teased each other about various things, FinaD.y the food arrived and 

the discussion became suddenly serious. 

~ One member asked that they give their votes and this would be 

just a straw vote to see how the committee felt about those applying for the 
candidates . 

position. They were to list their ~ ( three) in the order they preferred. 
~ 

a::ai:h ta enoum:x:mncw~:a:,; b @C◄; ;d ... :i xa ,sx eed nrnxrr ~en the results of the voting had 

been tabul.ated the chair asked, 11~-ho is just voting f,,r one individual ? 11 AA identified 

herself as the guilty one and MM teased her saying, 11.And you are running for the 

School Board! 11 

MM announced that she felt she really knew five of the candidates 

quite well and DM asked if 11 there are any tidbits you would like to share with us". 

v.hen the results:,had been posted on the blackboard, BT asked i.f it 

was the ti.me to discuss the individual candidates. Get_ting ~the nod from the chair, 

BX he stated that, "He believed that _EN ___ had all of the right answers. Too, he 

was a very serious candidate." MM agreed and related the fact that he asked so many 

tood questions at dinner. 

Other candidates were discussed. Some felt that one :i:ndividual really 

needed this position to leave what might be that of as an impossible situation. DR 
reported that D "had rea:tly gotten to her emotionally." Others felt that he had 
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Some of· the applicants were compared with each other. Several had 

Jimilar training and background but it was pointed mut that one individual had 

really done much more than the others. One definitely had a much broader back

ground upon which to draw. 

Some wanted to comment on others who were being considered. Several 

asked questions concerning the applicants which seemed to indicate that they needed 

more information about each of them before making a decision. 

OH defended one of the local applicants because he had known him and 

knew what to expect. This was~the reason that he had rated him so high on his list. 

Finally one of the members asked the Regional Director 'Who was serving 

on the committee for his feelings. He replied that his reasoning was based upon 

bias. He continued saying, D has had more experience than is needed 

for the job. However, it *ssmJ:ss,sat~3 has been my particular £eeling that you 

don't go to a new place to apply for a position and severly critieize the place 

_inere you are employed. Another member arose to his defenae saying that she 

believed that he would go to bat for his teachers and she felt strongly about him. 

Other applicants were discussed in the light of supporting the teachers. 

Finally DR ask if the group was ready to move on to discuss BP ---
Some of the group continued to discuss ------D and several members brought 

up strengths and weaknessess about all of the candidates. 

At . this point Ga ~eminded the committee that if they were to get through 

:t:hat they should move along. Several of the women members wanted to discuss the 

woman applicant. BM stated, vie desperately need women and minorities. ~ also 

need capable administrators. It is hard to be specific::.: about how capable she is. 

I liked her saying that her job wa.sn"t her whole life. 11 

DR spoke up saying she would like to ditto the preceeding remarks. 

1I was a little disappointed that she didn ·t relate more. I wished she had given 

other examples of how she .handled things. I had some concerns about her but I 

had concerns about everyone. '' Another woman menber reported that she felt that she 

would be very dynamic. Having taught has a great importance." 
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The chair reminded the connnittee that they had devoted forty-five 

minutes to the discussion thus far. A motion was made that the bottom two 

names be dropped. 

One of the members reminded those representatives from the district 

seeking a director that they 11needed someone who would be very strong ... very 

visible, too. 11 Another member suggested that they needed someone exciting but 

not threatening. They all agreed that this was a most difficult discussion. 

Two of the members agreed that all of the candidates:imeet our criteria. •1 The 

others voiced some agreement. 

GR inter-.L"Upted the train of thought by pointing out that he would 

like to make a point for Affirmative Action and that was on the final vote, if 

there is no female or minority considered, would they be willing to add a fourth 

name. 'Ele committee nodded in approval. One member - a wman member - stated, 

"There is no way that I can feel that strongly about -----BP II 

The discussion shifted to the local in-district applicants. The 

committee indicated that they felt good about both of these two applicants. A 

member spoke in behalf of one candidate by saying, 111 would like to say something 

about TR ---- He is a very bright and perspective individual. He makes up for 

his lack of experience by observation and studying the situation." Another member 

supported this view, saying, "The more that I wrk TR ----- the more impressed 

I am. 11 

ni~ht before. 

of concern 11 • 

DR gave a glimpse of both candidates in her special interview the 

11 0ne seemed quite sure oi' himself and the other had real questions 

TJ:}.eL"committee :teok an official ballot idth the results as follows: 

( on file) 

GR asked if there was a proposition on the floor. He asked if one 

if the candidates was close enough to be considered. As the vote had been decided 

BT. asked, 11 Is there sometliing wrong with getting through early?11 

GR explained that he wanted to give the committee a chance to change 
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their minds ii' they wanted. ll'~hat do you think we are .... a bunch of women? 11replied WB. 

The women merobera did not seem to hear or decided to refrain from reacting. 

GR thanked the committee profusely. He said that he believed that 

they are the best group he had worked w.i.th and he was pleased to see how quickly 

they were able to make up their minqs. He stated that some committ ee have to vote 

four or five times. One of the women members said that she respected each person's 

opinion. 

mi The members continued to drink their coffee and finish their 

breakfast astonished that their work was completed. MM revealed that she really 

had felt good about the committee 

choice will be", she added. 

even DM. 1'I just know who the Superintendent's 

-- DA said that he believed that everyone should comment on the way 

the entire procedure was conducted. DR spoke up saying that she would like to. 

see a long time frame for each candidate so that he could evaluate ~he. position 

and~the committee could get. to know him better. 

might be helpful. 

Several others thought this 

GH reminded the group that they had already put in a full day and 

it wasn't even 8:00 a.m. yetl 

Several asked GR when the committee would know of the Superintendent's 

decision and GR assured the connnittee they would know sometime Monday afternoon. 

BM asked him to let them know before the Superintendent announced it 11 to the wole 

world." GR said that TP would want to take it to the school board on Monday night 

GH spoke up and announced he had three short connnents to make. 11It 

was a good experience, too long, and he thought GR was a good chsirpersonl", he 

commented. 

GR re.minded the committee that personnel decisions are vezy important. 

DR added that she had never served on a school committee which kas as cohesive 

as this group and she added that she had served on many. 

• WB congratulated AA for having to devote thi s time when she was also 

running for the school board. Sle in turn beplied that she was impressed with 
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CR• s ~.eadership. t;he felt that he was very perceptive in knowing when and how 

nuch to interject his own ideas. She compared this to the county work she is 

invo]:ved with and noted their was a marked difference. 

As the members talked to each other, it appeared that they had~ 

become very close in their feelings for each ot~er and no one was in any hurry to 

leave. Several asked if they ~ight p£ann.i::J:rg on getting together again and all of 

them seemed to think this was an excellent experience for each of them individually. 

Slowly they left the small meeting room at the Holiday Inn with an 

almost apparent reluctance to begin their responsibilities for the day. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMl'&Y, CONCLUSIONS AND REX:O}lM.ENDATIONS 

Summary 0£ the Objectives 

The specif'ic purpose of this inv9atigation which was documentated 

in the spring of 1977, was to: 

a. Document the process used in decision-making in the recruitment, 
screening and the selection~ra high level administrative 
position in a large school district. 

b. structure a framework for decision-making --a model--which 
could be used for the selection of a candidate to meet 
specific job criteria. 

c. Interpret and to relate how the selection and recommendation 
committee deals with the mandate concerning Affirmative Action. 

- In addition to th,e stated purposes of this study the f' ollowing areas. 

were relevant for consideration as it was necessary to: 

a. Ex:plore the literature to detemine hcw·individuals are placed 
in positions of administration throughout the country. 

b. Study the history of this top-level position in this particular 
district to learn something about the style of placement used. 

c. Learn how the individuals were chosen to be representative 
of the school system to act as members of the selection/ 
recommendation committee. 

.. 
d. Interview the finalists to determine why they were interested 

in the position, their reaction to the interview process and 
to articulate thmir suggestions for improving the process. 

e. structure a model which could be used in other circumstances 
to determine who is the best individual for the position. 

The data was obtained by actual documentation of specific events 

which took place during the spring of 1977. In addition ~he interview questionnaire 

was employed to elicit information which would be helpful in atructuring the model 

and to recommend certain improvements in procedure for other systems to employ. 

The Method Used for the Study: Thia case study -rn ia a docUlllentated 
'-'3~'\..-. ~ 

descriptii.ra record of a particular school district in one of the ~~stern states . 
• " 

The observations w?re made over a period of four months by an impartial observer 

who had a prolonged contact with the problem. An attempt was 111ade to not only provide 
dascription but to give some analysis regarding the Qehavior of the individuals 
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'who were involved in the process. 

Although a number of school systems use a process similar to the one 
the suggested proce~s may not be 

described within thd:s::report and therefore/:i::s::am:t unique, many have not employed 

the screening/selection connni ttee to assist in screening process to presen·t the 

finalists to the superintendent for his decision. 

The Model suggasted here is the step-by-step procedure used in the 

decision -making process to fill a high level vacancy in school administration. 

It may be reproduced on a smaller scale to use in filling a position of lesser 

importance or duplicated for a search in filling a similar position. 

SAMPLE MOD :EL - ~\\l:\Wl"' \.u o~\(. Po.,. "'!) a o.. \ si ~ - ~«Je. \ 6 
l .. statement to announce that there is position to be filled 

2. steps in Recruitment 

a. ,Draft a position description 
b. Outline a plan and work out a timetable 
c. .Advertise the P<>aition to be filled 

J. :ml§: Appointment of a Screening/Selection Committee 

a. Outline the timetable 
b~ Superintendent gives the charge to the Committee 

4.. Initial screening of applicants by a well-qualified individual 

a. Identify the candidates qualified to apply 
b. Evaluate the applica~±ons and resumes 
c. Select the candidates for the interviews 

5. T"ne Interview process 

a. Conduct the interviews 
b. Rank the1~.candidates 
c. }1ake the recommendation to the Superintendent 
d. Evaluate the process 

6. The Final decision by the Superintendent 

a. Announcement to the Board 
b. Formally notify the finalist 

7. Final clean-up 

a. Announcement to candidates that they were not hired 
~ ,a:& xM 1em:lst1 x'io dba xrm111« xtd,aa xfumx sc.., irn: ~ 
b. Letter acknowledging appreciation for work done by committee 
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Summary of Findings: Out of town finalists were·advised by letter that 

there would be a follow-up interview by telephone to ascertain their impressions, 

reactions, and feelings concerning their interview. The .questions were included 

in the letter. In-district applicants were interviewed personally and asked the 

same questions. Time was also allocated to ~ecord their suggestions for use by 

future committees and school personnel interviewing applicants. The questions and 

the summary of responses are included below: 

1. Did you feel that you had ample infonnation about this school 
system prior to your interview1 

finalists 
Over half of the ;qq,)irJ31U.S. indicated that they did not have 
sufficient information and had requeste{Ladditional infonnation 
from the school administration office and from other sources such 
as the Chamber of Commerce, the local newspaper, etc. Several 
stated that having an opportunity to be shown around upon ~.rrival 

-and prior to the interview was most helpful in giving them a grasp 
of the system which they felt was necessaiy. 

2. How did you feel about the screen committee interview? In particular, 
time alloted, questions asked and the structure of the interview? 

a. Time alloted: All seemed to feel it was ample. 

b. Questions asked: Most of the respondents stated that they felt 
the questions were very much to the point, open-ended, covered 
adequately the candidate's background, capabilities, and experience. 
One individual thought it was the "best interview he had had. 11 

Another indicated being a little upset by one of the ijUestions 
asked as it did have some affect on the asnwers given later to 
other'questions. 

c. structure o-J: the interview: Most o:f the finalists thought it was an 
excellent format. They indicated that they felt totally relaxed, 
at ease; it Ualile across as 11a sense of infernal fonnality" and another 
suggested that he liked it because there was no sense of really 
being grilled in the various areas of concern in which he was questioned. 

3. Did you have an opportunity to communicate everything you wished to 
include? 

Most of the applicants felt that they had been able to do this. One 
reported that he thought of things on the his return trip on the plane 
which he wished he had said . .Another reported that he had prepared 
some statements which he wished to make E:Xi however, he didn 1t get 
to them. He concluded wistfully that, 11 I wish in a way I could have." 



4. As you understood this screen process, do you think it was a :fair 
one? Wly or why not? 

4 

All of the finalists believed it was fair. One individual questioned 
where the committee I s involvemen·t finalJ.y ended. "Decision making 
starts out as fair as possible, but it is ultimately the superintendent's 
decision. 11 One of the in-district candidates felt that he had no 
opportunity to meet -with the superintendent as did the out-of-district 
people and he indicated that he did not believe this was fair • .Another 
individual would have liked to have some feedback to indicate to 
him where he 11had not measured up". 

5. ~hµt suggestions do you have in helping future screening committees? 

Several suggested that they felt that students should have been re-• 
presented. One suggested that two committees might be assigned to 
work on several vacancies and then have the applicant meet for forty
five minutes with each committee. In this way they could·compare 
their assessment of the individual and gain a better understanding -with 
broader base. Another applicant thought that there is a real need 
to treat all candidates the same - both in and out-of-district. One 
applicant stressed a need for more confidentiality. He stated, 11There 
are too many people exposed to too much information and this could be 
vecy damaging . 11 Another cnndida t e said, 11N ext time pick ~ !'1 

6. ~hat was the best thing about your application pr~cess? 

Several mentioned that the chair, the ex-officio member of the corr:mittee, 
was .... f:.r.y professional from the beginning to the end. One added, 11in fact, 
right up to his last letter. 11 Seyeral mentioned that they enjoyed 
the committee, liked the way the connnittee treated them and felt 
£hat each one seemed concerned about making them feel at ease. Another 
mentioned that he liked th,e lack of red tape. He thought the job • 
description was well articulated, he had responded with a letter and 
the request for information concerning the application was simply 
stated and he complied. 

7. what was the wo!'st thing about your application process? 

Two individuals reported that they felt uncomfortable because tvro or 
three committee members said practically nothing. Two me.ntioned the 
"j~t lag" because or their long plane flight ana wished they had arranged 
to arrive earlier to compensate for this. Another mentioned his 
time with the superintendent was not the way he was hoping it would 
be. And another individual reported that he could not say that there 
was anything negative about the proce_ss. 

8. Do you have any additional comments about· the screening precess? 

One applicant felt that there was too much of a time lag factor in 
the total process. He had applied, didn 1 t hear anything, then was 
notii'ied about the interview, had the interview, didn't hear, tried 
to call several times and couldn't get through. He felt that this 
could be handled better with more communication and more often from 
the administration office. Another applicant had a real reservation 
about a parent serving on the connnittee and trying to evaluate the 
i\_apaoilities of an applicant. He said, '''lb.ere is no way that a parent 
has the understanding to make a fair judgment!" 
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Several suggested that each selection committee have a student 
representative whether they are directly or indirectly involved. 
They felt that it was a good experience fo~ a student and could 
have a definite influence on his own career. Several felt the 
time spent with the superintendent was very valuable. One said 
he was glad he applied just for that experience alone. Another 
applicant wished that he might have seen the superintendent mef~r 
after.he had been with the colllillittee. 

One applicant felt that the application form was geaxed more to 
teachers than it was to administrators~and suggested that a new 
form be designed with this in mind. 

Screening Cammi t tee Interviews: The members of the Screenin·g Cornmi ttee 

were contacted·se'teral months after the administrative position was filled. Their 

reactions are revealed in the following comments to questions asked during the 

interview: 

1. ~hy do you think you were selected for the selection committee for 
this position? 

The answers ranged from one~tating that this was part or their 
involvement as a member of t~e school administrative staff to 
''I have no idea". One member suggested that the superintendent 
likes to i~ulude someone from all levels, another felt that he 
was asked to serve ·because he perceives others well and another 
from the conmJUnity was glad for the opportunity to assist the 
school system as they are constantly being asked to let outsiders 
nse their facilities and student personnel for their own use and 
this way they could be_helping with this study. 

a~=-.:~r,Jhat special skills do you think you brought to this committee? 

One member thought his uniqueness was that he read people well as 
he had been interviewing people for some years. Another felt that 
because he had been in the district for some time and he representated 
a Junior High..School perspective. One member admitted that she was 
fearful at first and wondered if her concerns and values would be 
consistent with the other members. Later she felt that there was a 
great similarity and this was reassuring. Another felt that because 
he knew the demands and expectations of the job was the X!i'!:rwml skills 
he possessed. Another stated that he had the skills of possessing 
ibaZximaz an overview of the district that others don't have. Several 
others had served on similar committees in the past and felt that 
they had skills stemming from these experiences. 

3. "toll.at special qualities were you looking for in the individual to fil.l 
this position? 

A great variety of answers came from this question. One wanted a 
person truly interested in the education of kids as he has a concern 
for the administrator 1s effect on kids. He wanted someone with high 
standards and the ability to maintain them. 
OT-i...u.A ~ WC't"C. t • f" d" • Anathe?" suggested ~ i!=:; interes ed in +n +ng someone progressive; 
open-minded, persopable, eaffY to meet, willing to try something new, 



approachable, honest, intelligent, yet approachable, someone with a promise of 
ing innovative, articulate, dynamic , warm responsive, intelligent, someone who knew 

something about administration who could deal with perple well, with 
strong leadership style, who possess a sensitivity to others, someone 
wo would answer questions directly, express ideas clearly, who had 
teaching experience on all levels and with "no hang ups about them
selves." 

4. How did you feel about be:i,trg selected to se.I"V'e on this committee? 

Some .felt it was a privilege and an honor and really enjoyed working 
with the members of the committee. Many stated that it was. a good 
a good experience. Others felt it was time consuming, a part of his 
job, chore, obligation, enjoyed but it takes tillle and the work is 
still there for administrators. One comented that he was frustrated 
as he sees other never serving in this capacity. 

5. How did you personally feel about the candidate selected? 

The answers were fine, great, £elt very good about ~im, one of my 
two top choices, think lots of things have to be considered but given 
all things, he was the one . Several other stated he was not the 
first choice, but I think he will probably do the best job and in 
the long run he will achieve much the same ends. 

6. that role did the principles of Affirmative Action play in the 
screening cormnittee's deliberations? 

Many felt it was definitely a factor. Another member thought that 
there was a need for clarifications and GR definitely brought them back 
on target. Others felt there was an awareness 0£ need and believed 
that the committee was extremely cognizant of watching the guidelines 
of Affirmative Action. Several voiced disappointment that more women 
had not applied. Others felt that it had no real bearing and pointed 
out that those 'Who could have used it didn t need to for the decision 
was based on the merits of the individual. 

7, Do you think there will additional problems for the new director 
because of his minority status? 

Several felt that he would not have any additional problems and partic
ularly in this t2giwax section. Several thought there might be because 
''there are bigoted teachers as well as pipefitters11

, one remarked. Others 
felt that he could deal with it in a positive way. Another felt that 
there would be nothing overt and in the pr~blem in~elligence ·mll over
power some of the situati cns. 

8. How do you feel about th~ eff'ectiv,--r'c.SS of this particular group com
pared to other work groups? 

All o.f the members felt that the committee wa~ excellent in many ~·rays. 
One described them as task orientated. Another was impressed with how 
well they did work together. · They admitted that there was no holding 
back feelings ar having reservations. ~ Several mentioned that it 
was a mistake to have someone from the superintendent's staff as they 
miss so much and are either late or have to leave early. Another said 
that on a scale of 1 - 10, he would rate them as 7 or 8 compared with 
other groups - w~th a few better and many worse. 
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9. 1-mat do you consider the high point in the decisions accomplished 
by the screening committee as you perceived tham? 

Many thought that ther.:narrowing o:f the field o:f candidates or the 
initial screening was the most important step. Several others felt 
that the interviews themselves were the critical high spots. One 
member felt that the marathon session was" sloppy and weak". Another 
participant on the committee was excited·about the unaminity of 
agreement which surfaced at the last session. 

10. About the process --how satisfied were you with the way the initial 
candidates were screened? 

All wer-e in agreement that this was a great help and time was a 
£'actor. 

11. Were the finalists ones you probably-selected originally? 

Most of the members ~ indicated that they were pretty 
much their choices. One or two members had some others that the 
committee did not select. 

l2. Were you satisfied with the interviewing process? 

There were a variety of responses from this question. such remarks 
as "Asking every candidate(·the same questions takes away the sponta'l'lei ty 
of the session and yet to be consistant each candidate should be asked 
the same questions " 11 Sometimes I feel I don't want to ask questions'' 
were responses received from the members. Another felt: tlllat it was 
not important that every candidate be asked the same questions. Anoth.er 
thought that the 11what if" questions may have been hard to respond to. 
One member wondered if the co~.mittee was too la~e. Another pointed. 
out that the in-district candidates who were interviewed first and 
therefore at a disadvantage as you tend to forget the early ones. 

13. ~hat would you change if' you had to do it over again? 

Most 0£ the respondents f'elt that the procedure was basically good. 
Several mentioned that the time element was a factor and they felt 
rushed. Another suggested that ~ne committee decide·on the top 
25 candidates and then request additional information relative to 
the job description. Another felt that the candidates should be in 
the area for at least tw~ days for the members to get to know them. 
One member suggested that the chair could ask four or five questions 
and had more standardized questions. 

14. Do you have any other comments or suggestions? 

One person stated that he felt that applicants rmo applied and had 
been interviewed should receive a letter telling why they were rejected. 
Several s~ggested that more women applicants be incouraged to apply 
another time. One member was dissatisfied with the table arrangement 
for she felt that it tends to block off people. She inststed that 
applicants need to feel comfortable. 
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Conclusions 

For the most part both the participants from the Screening Committee 

and the £inal candidates who were interviewed were enthusiastic about the proces8 

used for the selection £or the position of director and indicated that it would 

be a workable tool to use in decision :making when searching for the right person 

for a specific job. This model could be expanded or contracted to fit the 

situation and depending upon the degree the committee felt was necessary for 

a given assignment. 

The mandate concerning Ai'firmative Action dictates that no d±scrimination 

shall take place in relation to sex as well as to color. The scarcity of qualified 

female applicants may be due to the limitations of the recruitment program or to 

the fact that-~men have not had the opportunity to have the experience necessary 

to compete with men for a position of such great importance. 

The findings of this study might be of va1ue in assisting young college 

,-romen in cal'ea~ planning long before their graduate from college. High schools 

and middle schools could plan special programs to talk about women in ·administration. 

Il examples of women who are involved could assist in these programs, young ~omen 

could see outstanding women perfonning effectively and could use them as role models. 



Reconnnendations 9 

Based on the data from this study, the review of the literature and the 

intervlewa with the members of the screening committee and the final candidates, 

the following recommendations are felt to be appropriate and are suggested:;, 

1. Actively encourage and seriously recruit more women for available 
administrative vacancies. 

2. Suggest that the applicants come the day before their interview 
so that they have an opportunity to get well acquainted prior to 
the interview. It is essential that they know the situation well 
enough·:·,to be able to be at ease when questioned by the committee. 

3. Design an application form especially focused for the level of 
administration. ·The kind of application in cuITent use is more 
applicaple for the teachers and other information should be given. 

4. .Arrange the schedule so that the applicant has his interview with 
the .superintent after he has med with the connnittee. 

5. Make a special effort to see that the in-district candidates are 
treated in the same manner as those from out-of-town. 

6. Schedule events for the:'.applica.nts so they are ta'ken around by 
individuals 'Who are not involved 'With the committee. A committee 
member has enough to do without having the responsibility for 
seeing that they have a good chance to evaluate the system. This 
would include arrangements for meals to include other individuals 

7. issa~ixatrawgx~&~~ as informal occasions give opportunities 
to view candidates in another light • 

. 7. As was suggested by several of the candidates, a follow-up letter 
giv.i..ng some detailed information as to how he perfonned and measured
up might be worthwhile in future interviews. 

for 
8. An interest was expressed ix a revision of the rating scale 'Which 

was used for this selection. 

9. Another time it might be worthwhile to obtain additional written 
assessments for the final candidates prior to their inter.views. 
Some of the candidate's vitae had material. which was not current. 

10. ~hen a position of high level is vacant, a brochure should be develop~d 
explaining the position and then the brochure should be widely • 
circulated. The-school system shoul d advertise in professional 
journals in an effort to attract candidates across the country. 

11. It might be advisable to have some of the committee members visit 
the comnunities where the finalists live. Tnis would give insight 
which would give another dimension to information which the committee 
has on the candidate. 
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POSITION VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

The Eugene School District is accepting applications for the 
position of Regional Director. 

For supervision and administration of all educational programs, 
the district has been divided into four geographical regions. As
signed to each of these regions is a Regional Director who provides 
administrative and educational leadership . 

The Eugene School District has an enrollment of approximately 
21,000 students attending four high schools, eight junior high schools, 
31 elementary schools, and a number of alternative school programs. 
Each region is made up of one of the high schools, two junior high 
schools, and seven or eight elementary schools. A Regional Director 
has the overall administrative responsibility for the schools in the 
region and reports directly to the Superintendent. The attached 
position description outlines the minimum qualifications and the major 
duties and res ponsibilities. 

Application fo~ are available from the office of the district's 
' Director of Personnel. Completed applications, a personal resume, and 

references are to be returned to the district personnel office by 
January 31, 1977. 

Timelines: 

Jan. 31 
Feb. 1 - 28 

March 1 - 18 
Mar 28 - Apr· 8 
April 13 

April 15 
April 18 

Closing date for applications 
Applications complete, Personnel accomplishes 
initial screening. 
Screening committee selects candidates for interview 
Committee conducts interviews- •. 
Committee recormnends finalists (3 or 4) to Superin
tendent 
Superintendent makes selection. Candidates notified. 
Superintendent makes recommendation to Board 



Position Description 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

The Regional Director is one of the key administrative positions in 
the operation of the schools of the district. 

For administrative and operational convenience, the district is subdi
vided into four regions, each defined by a high school attendance area. 
Each region is assigned a Regional Director who, working with building 
principals and others, is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the 
schools in the region and is charged with providing educational leadership 
for them. The Regional Director reports directly to the Superintendent. 

I. QUALIFICATIONS 

The minimum educational requirement for this position is a master's 
degree. The person must be able to qualify for an Administrative 
Credential or an acceptable equivalent. 

In addition to teaching experience, an administrative background is. 
also required. This should include program management and super
vision of personnel. It is important-that the person holding this 
position have a background that has provided opportunities to exer
cise educational leadership in a wide range of curriculUDl and 
instructional areas. 

Of equal importance to this 
and well with other people. 
skilled in direct and c·lear 
person must be able to deal 
make difficult decisions. 

experience is the ability to work closely 
The person holding this position must be 

written and spoken communication. This 
crea~ively with ideas and be willing to 

II. MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Accept the leadership responsibilities and the authority delegated 
to the position by the Superintendent and function as an integral 
part of the Superintendent's management team. 

Be responsible for the general operation of the schools in the 
region assigned, establishing priorities and distributing resources 
as necessary. 

Be responsible for curriculum development, budget making and the 
establishment of budget priorities, staff development, and com
munity relations in the region. 
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Establish communications between each school and serve as a key link 
between the schools and the various other divisions and departments 
in the district. 

Establish regular contact with parents and students to seek their 
advice and opinions. 

Participate in district-wide curriculum development, evaluation, 
staff development, and other district-wide activities. 

Work with schools in the region to plan, imple~ent, and evalua te 
programs and allocate resources to meet district goals and 
objectives. 

Supervise and direct the Curriculum Specialist assigned to the 
region. 

Be- responsible for the evaluation of staff members as defined by 
district policies and procedures. 

Perform other duties as assigned by the Superintendent. 

JII. WORK YEAR AND BENEFITS 

This is a twelve-month position with 22 days paid vacation. Fringe 
benefits include a long-term disability program, health and dental 
insurance plans for the employee and his or her family, and a tax 
sheltered annuity program. Employees of the district come under a 
dual retirement program which combines Federal Social Security and 
the State of Oregon retirement system for public employees. 

IV. SALARY RANGE 

This position is at administrative range A on the salary schedule . 
The annual salary at this range is from $27,860 to $29.,623. 
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UNIVERSITY Of OREGON .d 
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- CEPM · •• 
General Ioformation 
Director's Office 
Insauc:tion Division 
Eruc 

(503) 686-.5076 
6S6-511J 
686-.5171 
68tr5043 

Tom Payzant> Superintendent 
Eugene School District 4J 
200 North Monroe St. 
Eugene, OR 97402 

Dear Dr. Payzant: 

CENTER P'Oll EDUCATIONAL 

POLICY AND MANAGEMENT 

CollegeofEdocarloo 

1472 Kinc:nd 
Eugene. Oregon 97~1 

November 5, 1976 

The Sex Equity in Educational Leadership project funded by the Office of 
Education involves a research component investigating the recruitment, 
screening and selection of a high level administrative po~ition. We wouid 
1:1.ke to use the selection process for the position of Regional Director in 
Distr.ict 4J as our research site. 

We would hope that Elizabeth :Soyington, our research :representative, be 
given permission to engage in the following activities: 

1. Be an ex-officio member of the scree~ing committee. 

2. Be an observer to document the selection of the screening committee. 

3. Be an observer to document all formal meetings of the screening/recom
mending committee and other related events and to have access to their 
minutes.' 

4. Have access to reading tha resumes of ~he applicants. 

5. Have access to relevant individuals in the school district for 
interviews aoout the selection process. 

6. Have access to interviewing individual applicants upon prior approval 
of the Chair of the Screening Committee and/or Affirmative Action 
officer. 

To safeguard the privacy of the individual applicants and to assure noninter~ 
ference in school district decision ~aking regarding the position of :Regional 
Director~ Elizabetn Boyington will: 

1. Inform the Screening Committee Chair and/or Affirmative Act:i_on officer 
about individuals to be interviewed. 

2. Understand our researcn efforts are ;econdary to the district's hiring 
procedures; therefore, she will interview individuals, read resumes 
and conduct any other bus.iness so as not to interfere with the hiring 
procedure. 

An Equ:tl Opportunity/ Affirmative Ae1ion Employer 
- -- - • • -- •- - - - -•-·- - --- •--"\- •-• ----'"'- --•r-• - . -· - ---·•- • 
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Fur.thermore to safeguard the privacy of individuals and the school dist:rict 
we will submit our f inal report for approval prior to publication. 

Plans for this project have already been approved by the University of Oregon 
Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects. (A copy can be made av,ailable 
upon request). • 

The plans for this project have also been discussed with George Russell ., 
Affirmative Action officer and he support s our research plan. 

The criteria established by your Screening Committee could serve to inform 
other districts in determining expertise necessary and essential in the 
selection of new personnel. Such considerations as the following might be of 
significant value: 

1. Criteria used which is essential in determining necessary 
expertise for the vacant positions. 

2. How a framework for decisions provide the selection of a 
candidate to meet the job criteria. 

3. To understand how the selection/reco1!lDlendation committee 
deals with the mandate concerning A£fiUMtive Action. 

The observations made and "the final written product should have signific~ant 
value to administrations to use as guidelines in making future decisions 
relative to filling positions especially at this level. 

Our representative, Elizabeth Boyington, has been ·a teacher for a numbe1: of 
years, having taught in schools both in Idaho and more recently in Wash:i.ngton. 
She understands the language of the academic community and feels comfortable 
with teachers, administrators . and with the school board personnel. She has 
served on several S';!lection committees and is acquainted.with the procedlures 
involved with this process. Her vita is en~losed. 

Patricia A. Schmuck 
Jean Stockard 
Sex Equity in Educatio,na1 
Leadership Project 

University of Oregon 
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December 2, 1976 

C£NT£ll FOR EDUCA.TlONAL 

POr.tCY AND MAN'AG&MENT 

CollegeofEducarlon 
1472 Kincaid 

Eugene, O~gon 97401 

Charles Stephens indicated conceJ.'"t!S e..·ql'J:essed by ?Dembers of the Research 
Jr!!View Committee regarding the ,documentation process of the Regional Director 
tH~J.ection. In this letter we have described the research rationale and tried 
to addrass the concerns COillI!ltm.icated by Charles . 

R~s~arch Rationale 

'£he decision to select a particular ind::.vidual for a high ranking admini
strntive position is perhaps one of the most crucial decisions made by school 
cis.tricts. Yet, educational researchers and practitioners have been slow to 
scu~y or descri!>e the formal and informal proce.dures of recruitment, screening 
i!nd s-election of individuals for administration. There are only a few studies 
a,~ilable; most of these are after-the-fact analyses or prescriptions fbr 
sel~ction which are not based en any research. TI1e study and description of 
the sel~ction of the Regional Director for District 4J will provide a contri
but.ton to the literature in educat:ional administration. 

Th& Obsarver·Role 

Concern was expres~ed that Elizabeth Boyington, as an ex-officio me.:mber 
of the screening committee, may participate. in the deliberations of the 
sc-r.-:-:~!liu~ COJ.Jiui.L ti:ee sc as to i~ .. .EluencE. t~e •.ii1··::ctiur: of th2 c~=i~tc~ c::
ad•,ocate a person for the position. Ms. Boyington will _2E.ft be ·an observer 
dncing all screening committee deliberations; she will not participate in 
rii~cussicns or have any say in decisions. It is important _for the research 
pr•J~ess as well as the selection process that her role is as a non-participating 
r:·,,::mbclr. 

_i\policant Concern 

There was some concern about whether Ms. Boyington's presence may create 
Ge-me difficulties for applicants. 1-f.s. 'Boyington will not make any contact 
with individuals who apply for the position until after the selection has been 
rua\1~ . She. will have access to the written applications but will solicit inter
v.iet-1s only after the selection is completed. 

Individuals contacted will be given the opportunity to consent or refusa 
to grant an interview. All individuo.1s who are interviewed will sign an 
Inf.armed Consent form. 

An Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer 



Public Information 

'Whether there should be public information about the documentation of 
the regional director position was raised by Charles. 

Our research efforts .till not be affected by public information that 

2 

YiB. Boyington will be an observer of the selection process. We will be pleased 
to ·offer written or public statements about the purpose of this research if 
District 4J deems it advisable. 

We will be pleased to address any concerns of the Research Review Committee. 
We do not view the study of the selection process as interfering with. the 
deliberations and decisions of the screening committee. We are willing to 
discuss the purposes of our research at any time and as indicated in our 
previous report, will fulfill our obligations to p~otect the rights and privacy 
of individuals, committees and District 4J. 

Pat~icia A. Schmuck 
Assis.taut Professor -
Center for Educational Policy 
and Managetn~nt 

Jean Stockard 
Assistant Professor 
Sociology Departl!t2n: 



I. Introductions 

SHELDON DIRECTOR COMMITTEE 

Proposed Agenda for Wednesday, February 16, 1977 

4:00 p.m. 

II. Charge to Committee - Dr. Payzant 

III. Introduction of Mrs. Boyington·- role? 

IV. Establish meeting times 

V. Establish process for screening and interviewing of in-district applicants. 
Suggested: 

1. Between now and next meeting review all in-district applications. 
2. Use "Screening Criteria" form. 
3. At next meeting determine which of· in-district applicants will be 

interviewed. 

Establish process for screening and interviewing of out-of-district applicants. 
Suggested: 

1. Preliminary screening be accomplished t hrough Personnel Office (i.e.> 
down to approximately 50 applicants - presently 150 applications). 

2. Use "Screening Criteria" form in paper screening. 
3. Committee would do secondary screening of applications and determine 

those to be interviewed. 
4. Committee would ·interview out--of-district candidates. 

VII. Other. 
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A~L~DuaLiv~ sccion cne ven1c1e 

Memorandum from ~ugene Public Schools 
Eugene, Oregon 

,.. r,EORGE H. RUSSELL 
Rersonnel Asst. for Affirmative Action 

3-29-77 
'I 

Re: Interview Schedule for Sheldon Regional Director 

The schedule for interviews will be as follows: 

Thursday, April 7 (Interviews will be held in TV Room) 

2:30 - 3:30 
3:30 
4:30 
5:30 

Monday, April 11 

2:00 - 3:00 
3:00 
4:00 
5:00 

Procedure Discussion 
1st interview - Mike Brott 
2nd interview·- Tom Roberts 
3rd interview - Lewis Clark 

(Interviews will be held in Board Conference Room) 

Procedure Discussion 
1st interview - Will Mccarther :.S,.. 
2nd interview I. J. Zuckerman 
3rd interview Joan Beerling . 

Wednesday, April 13 (Interviews will be held in Board Conference Room) 

2:00 - 3:00 
3:00 
4:00 
5:00 

Procedure Discussion 
1st interview - Robert Newell 
2nd interview - T. Darrell Drummond 
3rd interview - Betty Poplack 

Each committee member should bring a short list of questions they would like to 
ask the candidate. We will, prior to intervewing, formulate a list of general 
questions to be asked of each candidate. Also an interview. rating s·cale will be 
available for your use. 

If you have questions, please give me a call. 



Eugene J:'ub.l1C ::;cnoo.Ls, ::>cnoo.L v1str1ct 4, 1.ane \.uuuL_y, v ... "'o..., .. 

INTERVIEW REPORT - ADMINISTRATIVE 

Ci DATE'---------------

}OSITION ----------------
INTERVIEWER ____________ _ 

ADMINISTRATIVE SKILLS 

Leadership 
Organization 
Planning 
Analytical 
Supervision 
Implementing 
Human Relations 
Flexibility 
Objectivity 
Judgment 

COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

Verbal 
Written 
1 to 1 

roup 
_.coss-Cultural 
Male-Female 

PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS 

Intelligence 
Sense of Humor 
Tact -
Assertiveness 
Honesty 
Enthusiasm 
Self-Awareness 

COMMENTS: 

(1-5 pts for each) 

(1-3 pts for each) 

(1-3 pts for each) 

TOTAL POINTS · ______ _ 
(100 possible) 

------ Total (50 possible) 

Comments: 

------ Total (18 possible) 

Comments: 

------ Total (21 possible) 

Comments: 

------ Total (1-11 possible) 
(Deal with response to questions and other observations 
• here) 

GHR:sg 
3/3/77 ____ (l!se reverse __ side if necessary) . 
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UNIVERSITY OF OREGON 

":EPM 

Cf!NTEll. FOil EDUCA.TlO!'iAL 

POLICY A.ND MANAGEMENT 

College of Edocacion 
1472 Kincaid 

Eugene, Oregon 97401 

General Iciormation 
9i.rector's Office 
!nstrUctioa Dh-ision 
ERIC 

(503) 686--S076 
686--5li3 
6S6-5171 
686--50-,3 

:>n ~qua.I 0pportt:ni1y/ 
.iffirmative aclion cmploytr 
June l> 1977 

I cJI;:t writing to you because you were one of the finalists for the position 
of Regional Director in the Eugene Public Schools. Perhaps you will recall 
I wa.s i~;troduced by George Russell at the coilllllittee interview. 

As part of a research study on the screeni11g and selection of school admin
istrators I have documented all the procedures and practices. of this committee. 
As a follow-up to the final decision, I would like to know about your 
r~a.ctions to the screening and selection-process. Rather than asking you to 
co~~lete a questionnaire> I would like to talk with you and hear your ideas. 

I will attempt to reach you at your office or your home during the veek of 
..Tune 6-10. If this is not convenient for you. you may call me collect at 
(50j) 342-7960 any time. 

The following questions indicate the areas I am interested in hea4iug your 
ideas about: 

1. Did you feel that you had ample info~ation about Eugene District 
4J prior to the interview? 

2. Hew did you feel about the screening committee interview? In 
pz.rticular, time allotted, questions asked, structure vf ~ ... te.:view? 

3. Did you have an opportunity to communicate everything you wanted to? 
4. As you understood this screening process> did you think it was a . 

fair one? Why or why not? 
5. What suggestions do you have in helping future screening committees? 
6. What was the best thing about your application process with Eugene? 
7. What was the worst thing about your application process with Eugene? 
8. Do you have any other corunents about the screening process? 

Your cooperation will be appreciated. If you are interested in receiving 
a final copy of the report, I will be pleased to send it to you. I look 
forward to talking with you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Boyington 
Research Documentor 



A letter will go out before phone call. 

For Candidates: 
For out of town: 

1. Did you feel that you had ample information about Eugene District 4J 
prior to the interview? 

2. How did you feel about the screenin~ committee interview? 

In particular, (a) time allotted, (b) questions asked, (c) structure of 
interview? 

3. Did you have an opportunity to communicate· everything you wanted to? 

4. As you understood this screening process, did you think it was a fair 
one? Why or why not? 

5. What suggestions do you have in helping.future screening committees? 

6. What was the best thing about your application process with Eugene? 

7. What was the worst thing about your application proGess with Eugene? 

8. Do you have any othe:: comments about the screening process? 



£or Committee members 

At the beginning of the conversation include: 

1. All answers will be anonymous. 

2. Same questions are being asked of all committee members. 

3. They will have an opportunity to see the report in pre..,;,final stages. 

4. Say there are 14 questions. Should take 20-30 minutes. 

Interview Questions for Screening Committee Members: 

A. Some Questions About You 

1. Why do you think· you were selected for the selection committee 

for the Regional Director? 

- 2. What :5pecial skills do you think you brought to this committee? 

3. What special qualities were you looking for in the individual 

to fill this position? 

4 . . How did you feel about being selected to serve? 

B. Some Que~tions About the Final Selection 

5. How did you personally feel al;>out the candidate selected'? 

6. What role did principles of affirmative action play in the 

screening coIIlllll.ttee 1s deliberations'? 

7. Do you think there will be additional proble!llS for the candidate 

because of his minority group status? 
, 

C. Some Questions About the Committee and Its Processes 

8. How did you feel about the effecti.veness 0£ this particular 

group compared to other work groups? 

9. Would you outli ne the major steps -or decisions accomplishe d by 

the screening committee? 



' . ··- ... 
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10. About the process--how satisfied were you with the way initial 

candidates were screened? 

11. Were the finalists ones rou· probably originally picked? 

12. Were you satisfied with the interviewing process? 

13. What would you change if you had to do it over? 

14. Any other comments? 



POSITION ----------------------
NAME ________________ _ 

' . AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM -- APPLICANT QUESTIONNAIRE 
J 

EugeP-e Public School District 4J endorses the concept of equal employment opportunity. 
Ti feet a condition of equal opportunity in employment the District has instituted an 
A~---rnative Action program. The thrust of this program is to assure fair treatment of all 
applicants and employees without regard to sex, ethnic background, age, handicap, or other 
factors not job related. 

As part of the Affirmative Action Program it is necessary to maintain certain records 
and obtain certain statistical data to determine if and where individuals are discriminated 
against. The information requested below is optional; and if provided will be used only 
for monitoring our affirmative action program and not in determining your qualifications for 
the job. This information is confidential and will not be seen by supervisors or other 
di.strict employees. 

Over 45 1. What is your age group? Under 22; --- 22-30; --- ___ 31-44; ---
2. What is your sex? Male --- Female ---
3. To which of the following racial or ethnic groups do you belong? 

White Black Asian Hispan:ic (Spanish-American) American Indian 

Other (P~ease specify) 

4. Did you finish high school? Yes No 

5. Are you the sole or primary source of support for your family? Yes No 

6 .. Yes No re you now employed? --- --- How long? -------------
7. Are you receiving public assistance or welfare? 

8. Do you have any physical or emotional disability? 

what it is: 

Yes ---
Yes ---

No ---
No Please indicate ---

----------------------------------------r--
Would it interfere with the work for which you are applying? ___ Yes No ---

9. Have you ever been convicted of a criminal offense? ___ Yes No ---
If so, what offense? __________________________________ _ 

10. Are you a veteran? Yes --- No --- Date and type of discharge? 

11. Please describe any factors which you feel have prevented you from finding employment. 

Signature 

REV: 4/76 




